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Abstract
Many studies have been done on cultural gardening practices and their resulting
forms: a Japanese meditation garden or the Italian use of water elements are two examples.

This research revolved around the assumption that African-Americans have distinct ways
of expressing their ethnic history, values, and traditions in their built environments.
Studies have been conducted in rural areas with African-American subject gardeners; this
study investigates the urban and suburban yards and gardens of African-Americans in San

Antonio, Texas to leam how cultural heritage affects the design or arrangement of personal

space in the city, and to identify physical elements that could be considered distinct to the
African-American population.

Using a qualitative inquiry process with an open-ended questionnaire and recorded

interviews, the research explored nine African-American homeowners’ attitudes and
perceptions concerning their cultural heritage and its relation to their living environments.
The study examines gardeners of varied socioeconomic backgrounds and neighborhoods.
Interview transcripts were analyzed arid compared to one another in search of commonly

shared ideals and views.

Results discovered that gardeners San Antonio weren’t consciously aware that they
were practicing or exhibiting African-American gardening ideals—but it cannot be
overlooked that all subject gardeners had remarkable similar plant materials, objects,

gardening practices, and views about their properties. Are these commonalties distinctive

to the African-American population? The traditions lie in the remembrances of living

gardeners—a grandmother’s swept yard or fresh collard greens;

the translations are

personal and unique to each gardener—daffodils planted in a certain spot every year or
walkways lined with river rocks.
vi

Chapter 1
1.1

Introduction

Statement of Problem and Focus

In our rapidly growing society where so many people and cultures are striving to
mesh without losing the essence of their origins, it is important that we learn to understand
the reasons behind the choices that people make in designing their environments.

Through description and explanation we gain understanding, tolerance, and perhaps even
support for one another’s backgrounds and the desire to express those ideas outwardly.

The exploration and documentation of an African-American landscape and garden
aesthetic offers a view inside a world rich in history, culture, and tradition.
Research has been conducted in the area of rural African-American gardening; the

focus of this study is African-American residential gardening practice in urban and

suburban San Antonio, Texas.

A strong African-American sense of community and

culture exists in San Antonio, but no research has addressed the role of the residential
garden as a possible expression of African-American culture. The study seeks to recognize

and trace various identifiable elements of an African-American garden vernacular,
comparing the development and implementation of traditions and trends across varied

socioeconomic backgrounds and varied degrees of racial/cultural segregation throughout
the metropolitan area.

1.2

Hypothesis

Hypothesized results revolve around the notion that, similar to other identifiable
cultures (English, Japanese, Italian, Egyptian), African-Americans have distinct ideas
and/or ways of expressing their ethnic history, values, traditions, and experiences in their
built environments. It is well known that the Japanese often include a meditation garden in
the design of their homes and that in Egyptian culture elements are frequently laid out with
1
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the sun and moon in spatial alignment. The hypothesis suggests that African-Americans in

San Antonio are using (consciously and sub-consciously) their own ethnically-based

physical elements and/or methods of “arranging” their residential properties to express

specific African-American ideas or traditions, and that evidence of these ideas will appear
in varying degrees correlating with socioeconomic status and degree of racial/cultural

segregation.
1.3

Objectives

Four main objectives were addressed in the research: (1) to identify the existence
of an African-American garden vernacular and related elements in San Antonio; (2) to
identify recurring examples of cultural sentiment and/or elements and their related forms
or translations in African-American residential yards and gardens in San Antonio today; (3)
to learn how an African-American cultural heritage affects the design or arrangement of a

property; and (4) to explore the current meanings and intentions of modem AfricanAmerican people in San Antonio—the “why” question behind choices made in personal
living environments.

1.4

Methodology—Brief Overview

A qualitative research interview method of inquiry was used to learn the thoughts

and meanings of the personal yard and garden designs/arrangements by selected African-

American residents of San Antonio. Tape-recorded interviews were conducted with nine
respondents to examine the phenomenon of African-American garden design. Transcripts
from these interviews were analyzed individually by using existential-phenomenological

analysis to study subject gardeners’ responses through their own value systems.

The

hermeneutic circle was then applied to compare meanings across the nine transcripts to
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detect evidence of commonly shared African-American attitudes, perceptions, and design

elements.
1.5

San Antonio and its Cultural History—Brief Overview

San Antonio, the eighth largest city in the United States, has a population of
1,144,800 people and occupies 337 square miles.

The city is located in Bexar County in

south-central Texas, 140 miles north of the Gulf of Mexico.

The African-American

population is seven percent (roughly 80,140), compared to fifty-six percent Hispanic and

thirty-six percent Anglo, and the per capita personal annual income for the county is
$21,367.
San Antonio was named for St. Anthony by Spanish troops under Domingo Teran

de los Rios in 1691, and became a religious and military center for Spain in North America.
Early San Antonio was also settled by Canary Islanders, Germans, Portuguese, Genoese

Italians, and semi-skilled North Africans. Because many of the early settlers took part in

interracial mixing, or “el mestizaje,” with local Indians, skin color wasn’t as controversial a
subject as it was in the southeastern United States (Mason xix). The interracial marriages

“increased after Martin de Alarcon, the new governor of the region, introduced Africans
and Spanish soldiers and their families” into the culture of the Tlascalan Indians from

central Mexico in 1718 (Mason 4). The Africans were slaves, some having been “Muslim
captives” from West Africa who were “either freed or resold to the Spanish” (Mason 4).

In the years that followed, more than thirty different nationalities settled the area.

According to Kenneth Mason, varied “ethnicity, as well as race, helped to shape the
character and set the tone of racial divisions in San Antonio” (Mason 25).

After Emancipation, there was an influx of blacks in San Antonio; they became the
largest non-white population in the city. Research findings indicated that the western
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experience of African-Americans differed somewhat from that of more southeastern
regions—somewhat of a “double experience” with both western and southern influences.

Mason reported that despite racial discrimination (Jim Crow ordinances, separate schools),
black westerners “enjoyed more opportunities to improve their economic and social
standing, within the confines of white civic control” (Mason xiv). The establishment of
black churches and black activities beginning after the civil war “suggested that there was
much more to black life in San Antonio than anyone could imagine” (Mason xxiii). In

many respects, according to Mason, “black San Antonio led the state in civil rights,

education, employment, and housing,” and their accomplishments resulted in the city’s
reputation for “fairness and racial tolerance” (Mason xv).

1.6

Study Areas/Respondent Profiles—Brief Overview

Subject residences were chosen using a windshield survey method along with

personal contacts made through a local African-American cultural center.

Census

demographics were studied to ensure that a range of socioeconomic position and

racial/cultural integration were represented. Three respondents were chosen in each of
three economic brackets—lower, middle, and upper ranges, for a total of nine respondents.
Requirements for the study were that the respondents must be from neighborhoods with

varying degrees of African-American population (some primarily black, some racially
mixed, and some primarily white), between the ages of eighteen and eighty-five, and must

have been involved with personal gardening for a minimum of ten years.

Chapter 2
2.1

Literature Review

Introduction

To study African-American garden design and leam of possible ties both to African

and African-American history and culture elements, one must first understand the concept
of “Africanism,” or African idea of retentions, and those social sentiments that tempered

this nation from the earliest slave times through Black Power and into more recent years.
The feelings and reactions of the black population of the United States have manifested

themselves in all areas of African-American life, from poetry to music, from art to politics.

All these elements together have formed a “black aesthetic,” or perception, of the world

for African-Americans. Just as the nomenclature used to describe people of dark skin in
the United States has evolved from “Negar” to “Negro” to “coloured” to “black,” so have

African-Americans evolved within a “white world;” this evolution has touched virtually
every aspect of their lives. Garden elements would be expected to be included in these

evolved expressions.

2.2

The Concept of “Africanism”

Four main positions have been argued by scholars concerning African material

culture contributions found in the United States.

The first position, known as the

Afrogenic view, was first advanced by Melville J. Herskovits of Northwestern University.

His book, The Myth of the Negro Past (1941) began the debate that continues today; his
view held that culture elements found in the United States are traceable to Africa.

Herskovits, acting under the assumption that no man is cultureless, attempted to address
what he felt was a “major basis of the prevailing concepts of black inferiority:

a

misrepresentation of the richness of die African cultural past and a denial of the tenacity of

that culture in the lifeways of the Afro-American people” (qtd. in Cole 121). Herskovits
5
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was very interested in the idea of “culture areas” and the development of techniques that
would allow for the tying of certain aspects of cultures to their original areas through
descriptions of similarities (Cole 120). Newer scholars supporting this view are considered
Neo-Afrogenic advocates; they believe that African survivals are expressed outwardly in

American culture.

Architectural historian Carl Anthony characterized South Carolina’s

basket weaving tradition as “undoubtedly representing] an earlier fusion of Negro and

Indian skills” (10). Anthony also described the roof structure of a building in Nachitoches,
Louisiana, “with its steep pitch and deep overhang” as recalling “similar buildings in the

West African intermediate rain forest” (10). Judith Wragg Chase posited that African skills

remained strong and techniques were preserved because slavemasters in early plantation

life did not dictate methods used to achieve results. Chase explained that among South
Carolina slaves, “woodcarving was usually done with an adze, African fashion, rather than

with a knife” (145).
The second position, or Eurogenic view, an a priori labor theory, argues that unlike
European settlers, African immigrants’ cultural contributions were limited to their labor

efforts alone. Alan Gowans, an architectural and furniture historian, described three Negro
slaves of a furniture business owner in the late 1700’s as being considered “merely

additional pieces of equipment,” rather than “actual designers or makers” of die furniture

(223).

This position has been supported by African-American architectural historian

Gregory S. Peniston, who wrote that a slave builder’s job was “largely to execute the

architectural forms of Europe; he had neither chance nor encouragement to contribute
forms from his African heritage” (292).

Scholars of the third position, or Syncretic theory, argue that overt material

expressions of African cultural heritage have been eliminated, but that an African-
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American aesthetic has been retained. This theory reasons that African heritage has been

submerged under European forms, but that through reinterpretations subtle outcroppings
of African-American influence still exist. Henry Glassie, a folk historian, surmised that
black America’s folk culture is “undeniably African and much of it has been enriched by

Afro-American texture—an animated style and uninhibited handling of material which

seem foreign to the Anglo-American” (116).

George McDaniel, who studied African

architectural influence on nineteenth-century houses of freed families in Maryland, noted
that “an examination of African house-building traditions shows that these later-built

houses, springing from less visible, shared traditions, were not as foreign to their
inhabitants as they might appear” (42).
The fourth position, considered Neo-Syncretic, or the view of “widespread

invisible contributions” argues that in fact African heritage has, through the course of the
blending of freed slaves with European immigrants, actually influenced European heritage.
John Michael Vlach, author of The Afro-American Tradition in Decorative Arts, supports
the Syncretic theory and subsequently, the Neo-Syncretic view. Vlach acknowledged that

there were limitations on Afro-American building techniques and designs, but argued that
“important sensitivities to space, the essence of architectural traditions,” have “remained

relatively undisrupted” (135). He reported that the porch or “piazza” found frequently in

Charleston houses (owned by white people) can be “best analyzed as a South Carolinian
adaptation of a West Indian architectural feature” (137).

2.3

African-American Adaptation and Search for Identity

Observation has been made that in comparison to Latin American cultures “the

United States did severely repress and often eliminated a large portion of the African
slaves’ original culture” (Peek 109).

The practice of slavery scattered Africans from
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different regions and cultures of their native continent so that in their new country not

even a common language connected many native Africans who were grouped together.
Some scholars believed that the taking away of language, changing eating habits, and
putting the Negro in a strange civilization eliminated all cultural and social connections to

their homeland. E. Franklin Frazier, a dissenter of Herskovits’ retention theories, argued
that “never before in history has a people been so nearly completely stripped of its social
heritage as the negroes who were brought to America” (qtd. in Cole 121). Frazier believed

African-Americans lost all their heritage during slavery and “evolved independently of any
African influence” (Holloway ix). Followers of Frazier dismissed ideas of African influence

and turned more toward assimilationist theories.
The view is argued that the American Negro “is really to be credited with

phenomenal flexibility and adaptive capacity,” (Butcher 24) which is evident in his

assimilation into the United States’ English language, “its Christian religion, and its AngloSaxon mores” (Butcher 23). Because of his positive approach and innovation “in basic

attitude and alliance with over-all American concepts and ideals, the Negro is a
conformist” (Butcher 285). After slavery ended, the African-American was in conflict,

feeling what W.E.B. DuBois called a “certain twoness” or double consciousness, in “a

world which yields him no true self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through
the revelation of the other world” (qtd. in Addison xxi).

DuBois felt that to be an

American Negro, one was “always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others,” and
“measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity”

(qtd. in Addison xxi).
Gunnar Myrdal, a Swedish sociologist in the 1940’s argued that the black American

is “characteristically American and not proud of those things in which he differs from the
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white American” (qtd. in Cole 122). Cynthia Ozick, a white critic of black works said,
“The Negro is not yet inside America—which is what the shouting is all about” (qtd. in

Addison 348). She was describing the idea that the more an “outsider” tries to fashion

himself after the “insider,” the more of an “outsider” he becomes. At this time, “blacks
were attempting to blend into mainstream America and were reluctant to identify with

anything that emphasized cultural differences” (Holloway ix).

White images were

everywhere, “implanted at the core of black life” (Addison 187). DuBois, when leaving the

United States in 1961, felt the price for becoming an American was too high: “It meant, at
the least, to desert one’s heritage and culture; at the most, to become part of all ‘.. .that has

been instrumental in wanton destruction of life, degradation of dignity, and contempt for
the human spirit’” (qtd. in Addison xxii). His thoughts apparently echoed what black
society was feeling as a whole at that time: that they had been brought here, “acting
essentially as captives,” and were “severely limited in the parameters within which self

expression and personal traditions were elaborated” (Driskell qtd. in Jones 196).
The Black Power movement, beginning in the 1960’s, brought the “necessity for
black people to define the world in their own terms” (Addison 257). Black scholars began
to argue against those who said.black Americans had “no culture, or at best a deviant one,”

(Cole 122) and began to look toward their African heritage in response.

African-

Americans felt tied to Africa and to one another by “common sufferings as much as

common ancestry” (Cole 126) but had “values, ideals, and objectives that were integrally
and unreservedly American” (Butcher 285). Poet LeRoi Jones captured the emotion of this

time of upheaval and identity-searching when he said, “You can’t steal nothing from the
white man. He’s already stole it, he owes you anything you want, even his life” (Addison
36).
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From a search for self-expression and identity evolved “unique compensatory ways
of making life livable” (Butcher 35). Examples include the era of African dress (Dashiki)
and hairstyles (Afro) and the further advancing of Negro churches and Negro universities;
African-Americans were expressing that “to accept the white aesthetic is to accept and

validate a society that will not allow [them] to live” (Brother Knight qtd. in Addison 258).
Because of this new search for identity, “the culture of Africa was being ‘reinterpreted’ in
the American context as an arm of this particular political state of the black liberation

struggle” (Cole 123). Political leaders emerged (Malcom X of the United States, Franz
Fanon of the Caribbean, and Kwarne Nkrumah of Africa) “to give a formal articulation to
the notion that Africans and Afro-Americans are bound by heritage, by history, by culture,

and by a common experience of oppression” (Cole 123).
2.3a

A “Black Aesthetic”

The need for a black aesthetic came to the forefront beginning in the 1960’s, and in
the opinion of poet Don L. Lee, derived “from the fact that black people see nothing in
the same frame of reference as white people’” (Addison 187). A black aesthetic, according

to Gayle Addison, consists of an African-American cultural tradition, motivated by “the
destruction of the white thing, the destruction of white ideas, and white ways of looking at

the world” (259). Black Americans were asking themselves what they wanted to be their
reality, the true representation of who they were. Addison felt that the black aesthetic was

a search for a new program, “the search for a new spiritual quality, or the recapture of an

old one, lost and buried deep in our African past” (27). The basis of this “new program”
could be found in Negro folk expression that had survived through generations with much

of its vitality “attributed to change and the innovative ways in which music, sculpture,
painting, and other arts have been adapted in the acculturation process” (Westmacott 115).
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African-American material culture “is not simply a case of retentions, but very probably

(perhaps certainly) a continuance of vital traditional complexes” (Peek 121).
2.3b

Black Art

According to Addison, few artists “would disagree with the idea that unique
experiences produce unique cultural artifacts, and that art is a product of such cultural

experiences” (xxiii). Though early African-American artists did not know their African

forefathers, it is believed that “they were unconsciously recapturing a lost artistic heritage”
(Butcher 208). It is known that among the principal African tribes from the West Coast
and Equatorial Africa, where most African-Americans originated, the major craft arts are

“wood and metal sculpture, metalforging, wood-carving, weaving, pottery-making, and
surface decoration in line and color” (Butcher 207). The state of slavery forced American

Negroes away from these craft arts and “their old ancestral skills to the emotional arts of
song and dance for which they are known and noted in America” (Butcher 209). After

slavery, African-Americans were able to recapture some of their lost skills and have
become noted in areas such as painting, embroidery, sculpture, poetry, and music. AfricanAmerican art is recognized in many areas for its excellence but is thought by some critics to

be “best understood and interpreted as the cumulative effects of folk tradition and group
conditioning” (Butcher 28).

It is believed that “the Black Arts and the Black Power

concept both relate broadly to the Afro-American’s desire for self-determination and

nationhood” (Addison 187) and that because of this determination, black art and “black
creativity is marked by constant improvisation” (Westmacott 14).

Vlach said that an “integral part of the process of African art [was] to constantly

reshape the old and the familiar into something modem and unique, to simultaneously
express one’s self and reinforce the image of the community” (3).

More “primitive”
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African-American art “cannot be explained as ancestral heritage” but seems to be “the

result of the American Negro’s peculiar experience with emotional hardships” (Butcher
210). These hardships, brought on by the condition of slavery, have drawn the African-

American art community together and caused it to “remain a part of the revolutionary
machinery that moves them to change quickly and creatively” (Addison 31). The Black

Arts Movement is very community oriented, attempting to “expose die enemy, praise the

people, and support the revolution,” (Addison 32) uniting black artists in their endeavor to
“speak to the spiritual and cultural needs of black people” (Addison 257).
Joseph E. Holloway, in Africanisms in American Culture, posits that the

persistence of Africanisms in the creative areas of aesthetics, folklore, and music suggest
that a “vibrant culture is still being transformed into newer forms” (xvi). The innovation
and adaptive quality noted in the black arts, the search for identity characterized by the

need for a black aesthetic, and the strong devotion to community shown by African-

Americans all come together to shape the African-American society of today.

These

characteristics can be seen in many aspects of the lives of African-Americans: a group of

students painting a community mural, a black choir’s joyous chorus in a church, little girls

chanting and jumping rope, and the careful decoration of a garden.
2.4

Land Use Planning, Collage, and the Quilt
“The earth is the field that reflects the mask of lines of history.”
(Thomas Fowler in “Traces of a Hidden Culture, The Quilting of
an African-American Landscape”)

The idea of a cultural landscape is one that reflects the ideals of a people and may
exhibit itself subtly, with both natural and man-made elements. A description of an early

black settlement on the eastern shore of Maryland stated that “the seemingly random
character of this development within a fixed space contrasts sharply with the nearby white
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communities which developed linearly” (Jones 198).

As was typical of early African-

American developments, “black families grouped their structures together” (Jones 198).

Returning to the notion of community devotion, archaeologist James Deetz suggested that
this type of housing pattern likely reflects a “more corporate spirit” (qtd. in Jones 198) than

that of white settlers. This sort of grouping, as many elements in the African-American
culture, was flexible, “changing year by year with births, deaths, marriages, or whatever
condition affected the needs and allocation of space” (Jones 198) and traceable to West

Africa, where compounds were designed to adapt and allow for “heightened social
interaction” (Jones 198).

Thomas Fowler, in his 1994 Master’s diesis for Cornell University, noted a
connection between Landscape and African-American quilting. He considered both to be

“interrelated fields” and to be “cultural fusions of disparate pieces, their collage-like
character forming a bridge from one level to another.” The characteristic of improvisation

is central to African quilting and textiles and provides a “point of linkage of African textile

artists to African-American quiltmakers” (Fowler). African-American quilts are distinctive
in that their patterns are passed down by oral traditions only—no patterns are measured
out as they are in Anglo quiltmaking. Everett Fly, an African-American landscape architect
in San Antonio explained that similarly, no maps were drawn of many African-American

properties; often owners gave property descriptions orally only—he suggested perhaps out
of a fear of something tangible being taken away from them. One might conclude that
cultural landscapes such as those with no written boundaries, may overlap and intersect as

in a collage, which can be traced as an art form to African tribal villages. Just as the

improvisation that allowed for the addition of new dwellings in a bunched community, or a
new section of a collage, restructuring was common in African-American quilting: “If a
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block doesn’t fit a particular space it may be cut down or built up. Cut-off pieces may be

reshaped to fill in other odd spaces” (Fowler). And just like a parcel of land, quilts are
“created from patterns in the mind and handed down through generations” (Fowler).

2.5

African and African-American Houseyard Connections

To understand the development of African-American built environments, scholars

have examined traditional African, Caribbean, and early slave dwellings—the way they were
arranged and what elements were included in the houseyards and village compounds.

Some characteristics may be still seen today (the swept yard), while others may give insight
into the origins of some traditions shared by African-Americans (crop cultivation, pride of
ownership, and self-reliance).

2.5a

African Houseyards

Anthropological studies of African ways of life, in their descriptions of the
houseyards and grounds of the villages, have been instructive. From these studies we have

learned that sustain ability is intimately tied to African religious beliefs and that many
African religions hold the earth and soil sacred (Westmacott 103). The Igbo, Idama, and

Yoruba Ogboni Society attach “immense importance” to protecting the “sacred earth”
(Isichei qtd. in Westmacott 103). Lydia Pulsipher, who studied black houseyard gardens in
the Caribbean, found that the domestic garden “symbolized independence, security, and

pride of ownership” (Westmacott 90). The bare swept yard around compound living

quarters “is commonplace in traditional West and Central Africa,” (Holloway 164) even in
wet equatorial regions. Patricia Jones-Jackson, who wrote about Sea Island traditions, said
that maintaining a dirt yard was traditional in most West African villages and that even die
most affluent families “keep the yard completely free of grass by morning and afternoon
sweepings” (qtd. in Westmacott 80).

According to Jones-Jackson, keeping a dirt yard
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grassless “helps to eliminate insects and provides a place where children can play and elders
can congregate to smoke, talk, and drink palm wine” (Westmacott 80). Fencing customs,

such as enclosing yards with vertical palm ribs (practiced in southwest Nigeria), have

surfaced in photographs of slave quarters in the South in a very similar form that uses
vertical palings (Westmacott 42). Early photographs of West African villages show, aside

from the absence of grass, “an absence of ornamental plants in the village compounds;”
(Westmacott 38) the compounds instead featured shade trees that were of value for their

fruits: mangoes, coconuts, or breadfruit, or for their cooling foliage, as was the case with

bananas and plantains. Plants in the Cayman Island traditional sand yard are “placed
individually, with fairly regular spacing between plants,” and appreciated “as individuals
rather than being massed” (Westmacott xiii). Pulsipher noted that though some plants may

have been grown for ornamental qualities, “nearly all had useful as well as a decorative

function” (qtd. in Westmacott 14).

In traditional Africa, though, decoration was not

considered a luxury but a way to impress outsiders and promote morale, pride, and
solidarity of the people (Denyer 116). Surface decoration was common on dwellings in the
houseyard and, while tied to the society’s value systems, was “open to variation and
change” (Denyer 116).

2.5b

African-American Gardening

According to Richard Westmacott, a scholar of African-American garden practices,
the role of the gardener at the traditional southern slave owner’s house was very important

because “the gardener was somewhere between a house slave and a field hand;”

(Westmacott 102) this put them in a position to be “primary agents” for a cultural fusion

between Africa and Europe. Early slaves were the cooks for the region, and they brought
crops of African origin to the plantations such as “benne (African sesame), okra, and
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guinea com” (Chase 146). Eugene D. Genovese, who researched slave practices, pointed

to the flowering plants at the plantation gardens as the source for an interest in ornamental

plants by slaves; those who worked in the “big house” brought “many European practices
and materials home to the quarters” (Westmacott 18). Anthropologists Sidney Mintz and
Douglas Hall noted that even without ownership, slaves tending a garden at a plantation

felt a psychological attachment to the plantation; many African-Americans today who live
in rural areas have nostalgic feelings about early memories of growing up in a rural area

where they helped tend a yard or garden (Westmacott 90).
Westmacott conceded that the African-American garden of today “may not be rich
in material cultural survivals,” but concluded that “behavioral characteristics unique to the

culture may have been retained or have evolved” (Westmacott 101).

Grey Gundaker

argued that the African-American gardener’s “improvisation is often a basic aesthetic,” and
that foe establishing of personal style is foe “incentive for foe work in foe first place”
(“Tradition” 67).

2.6

Westmacott Study

Richard Westmacott, a professor of Landscape Architecture at the University of
Georgia, studied foe garden practices of African-American families in his book AfricanAmerican Gardens and Yards in foe Rural South. His research areas included properties in

Georgia, Alabama, and South Carolina, where he searched for “common symbols in these
gardens that expressed foe values and beliefs of foe community (88) as represented by all

three areas together. Believing that “foe most valuable source of descriptive information

on foe gardens and yards of foe last fifty years are foe memories of living gardeners,” (6)
Westmacott interviewed individuals to learn how they used and manipulated their outdoor

residential spaces, what influenced their decisions, and how their spaces were adapted to
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their changing lifestyles.

Westmacott’s study included descriptions, plans, and a

quantitative analysis of the non-professionally designed residential gardens, attempting to
“unravel what gardens meant to their creators and how they were perceived by others”

(Singleton).

Westmacott found that gardens in the rural South served three main

functions: subsistence (practical), extension of the home (leisure), and decoration and

display (appearance). Aside from the functional aspects of the yard spaces, Westmacott’s
study examined the idea that the garden was a place for “expressing values, aesthetic

preferences, and spiritual beliefs” (1). Values and beliefs revolved around resourcefulness
and planting and growing things as a symbol of devotion to God.

2.6a

Design

No magazines and television programs directly address gardening for AfricanAmericans. Rather, Westmacott found, gardeners in his study were “influenced in their

designs by individual features and components seen and admired in nearby yards” (108).
They learned by example and experience. As a result, their gardens were unselfconscious,

without an overall design concept, though some gardeners did step back to see views of

new plant materials they were placing.

His typical finding was that “gardeners placed

plants where they had space or where they thought they would grow well” (49).
2.6b

Form

Westmacott found that each area of the yard was connected to a distinct function:

greeting, sitting, cooking, washing clothes. “A formal path was usually evident, leading to
the front door of the house, often with beds on either side” (50) for welcoming visitors.
Shade was an important factor in the organization of the yards. “Sitting areas were always

located in the shade, usually with a view of the road,” and if a shade tree was not suitably

located, “the front porch was used” (120).

In most of the yards he surveyed, a rear
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entrance to the house was used by the family, and included approach for the automobile.
Utilitarian spaces were generally located in die backyards.

2.6c

Function

Westmacott reported three major readily apparent garden functions:

“their

contribution to subsistence; their utility as a kitchen extension for various household
chores; and their use for entertainment, recreation, and display”

(23).

An important

characteristic of his subject gardens was that they were not “showplaces, but actual living

and working spaces” (Singleton) where many activities took place. He noted that as leisure

time has increased, the “role of the yard as a work place has become less important, “ and
that its function “as a place for leisure, recreation, and entertainment has increased” (30).

At the front of houses, entrances and porches were consciously decorated “invitations to
stop and visit,” (33) while the more utilitarian backyards were “devoid of objects or plants”

(25). The yard’s shaded areas were sitting spaces that “commanded a view of the road so
that passers-by could be greeted with a wave” (31).

2.6d

Plant Materials

Westmacott found a clear distinction between plants grown for ornamental
purposes and those grown for eating, noting that they were “rarely mixed” (38). Flower
beds along the footings of Ae house were common, featuring mostly flowering annuals
and, occasionally evergreen shrubs that were treated “as individuals and not massed for
structural effect” (108). He attributed this “individual” planting of shrubs to three factors:
(1) the gardeners rarely purchased such plants more than one at a time, (2) mowing was

easier in grassed areas, and (3) for special designation—“so many of the plants had been

gifts, gardeners also tended to associate them with the individual donor” (108). Many of
the gardeners in Westmacott’s study “emphasized the use of colorful flowers...the most
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popular to be highly colored,” (38) and potted house plants were set out on porches for

display. Hedges, vines, and groundcover were very rare; and “generally all the ornamental

plants grown were easily propagated” (39).
2.6e

Swept Yard

The “swept yard” was noted by Westmacott throughout die South at “all levels of
society.” He suggested it is “reasonable to assume that this practice derived from Africa”

(xii). In most of die swept yards encountered during his research, Westmacott found that
“the only real difference between the paths and beds was the degree of compaction” (80).

The practice of the swept yard is decreasing somewhat, he found, as mowed grass is

becoming more popular.

2.6f

Edges

Paling and chain-link fencing were found to be common methods of enclosure,

and plants were used for edging, usually along the path to the front door. Pathways were

also edged with materials such as brick, fieldstone, bottles, and snuff jars. Westmacott

noted one yard in South Carolina in which “soda bottles had been filled with different
colored liquids and arrange along the edge of the yard” (47).
2.6g

“Found” Objects

Westmacott reported that vernacular gardens of many cultures feature “the use of

compositions of manufactured yard ornaments, found objects, and flowers in various
combinations to decorate the yard;” (49) his research found many such examples in his

African-American subject yards. A variety of containers was used for growing flowers:
“Many were recycled items such as old water troughs, chicken feeders, or washing machine
tubs. Tires were also common, sometimes painted and often turned inside out and cut

with a fluted edge, giving die appearance of a cast iron tub” (47). He found that gardeners
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prided themselves on elaborate house plant and flower compositions, often using “plant
stands, hanging containers, and incorporating other decorative objects” (48). Westmacott

reported that many of the “symbols of our throw-away society were sometimes used for
ornamentation,” (113) and were recycled as plant stands (cable reels) and containers (tires
and wheel rims).

2.6h

Meaning

Westmacott found that the homesteads in his study were sources of great pride for
their owners, embodying their values of home, family, ownership, and self-reliance, and

that the surrounding yards and gardens were “part of this enduring symbol of security”

(112). The gardens were a way for the owners to outwardly express their individuality
through use of arrangement, decorative ornaments, and recycled materials that were “rich
in meanings and associations for their owners” (2). Gardeners used flowers in the yard, in

containers, and around shaded seating areas as gestures of welcome. The presence of used
building materials and other items were evidence of the self-reliance that was very

important to gardeners:

“Miscellaneous items awaiting reuse were not trash” (112).

Though many of Westmacott’s respondents expressed a common commitment to God,

family, and community, explaining that “all the tilings they did—their homes, their way of

life” (113) were symbolic of their devotion, he found no religious expressions reflected
outwardly in the arrangements of the gardens. The patterns and arrangements of the

various yards he studied, though similar in a broad sense, had very unique features that
suggested to Westmacott they were “in all cases very personal expressions” (49).
2.6i

Self-Comparisons

Because no “systematic survey of the gardens of white families of similar economic

circumstance” (2) had been performed, Westmacott emphasized that the differences noted
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between his subject gardens and white family gardens were differences as perceived by his

respondents. For example, he was told that white people had yards that were neat and “all
shaped up” (44). He surmised this was a reference to foundation plantings of shrubbery,

or evergreen shrubs clipped and “massed to produce a visual structural effect” (106).

Subject gardeners also mentioned that black people’s yards seemed to have more colorful
flowers, while the white people had more attractive lawns. Whites were perceived by the
black gardeners as having a “higher financial investment” (108) in their yards.

2.6j

Conclusions

Westmacott found that African-American gardeners in all three areas, though

dispersed geographically in three separate states, had “followed very similar courses” with
“few significant differences in the patterns and practices of gardening” (112). He found
that not only did the three subject areas across the three states share recognizable features,
but also that their values and perceptions were strikingly similar. He found no evidence of

African-derived beliefs or imagery, in fact reporting that “almost all the gardeners denied
that their African ancestry had any effect whatever on their garden or gardening practices”

(103). Westmacott concluded that although African ancestry was not apparently evident in
the African-American gardens he studied in the rural South, these garden designs

nevertheless appeared to be products of a long history of cultural pride, individuality, and
resourcefulness.

2.7

Other Relevant Studies

Several other studies have addressed African-American yards and gardens, resulting
in findings roughly parallel to those of Westmacott. Grey Gundaker, an assistant professor

of American studies and anthropology at the College of William and Mary, has written two
studies on African-American gardening practices and philosophy;

Sara Glickman used
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Henry Glassie’s categorization of “folk culture”—arriving at solutions by “incorporating
the results of years of experimentation and traditions” (Alomar 27)—to study “black house
types and gardens in urban communities in Piedmont, Georgia” (Westmacott 2). Richard

Alomar studied African-American neighborhood front yards in Baton Rouge, Louisiana,

and DeNeen L. Brown wrote about African-American urban yards in Washington D.C.
Commonalties and some notable results of their findings are presented in the following

sections.
2.7a

Form

Gundaker characterized the goal of semi-urban yard designs as being either “a

showplace for public appreciation or a private sanctuary” (“Tradition” 66). Both Alomar

and Brown described inviting front yards, “places where family and friends gathered,”

(Alomar ix) with “flowers planted without a plan but blooming cheerily from their helterskelter places” (Brown). As in Westmacott’s study, Alomar and Brown found evidence of
the owners’ great pride and caretaking of their yards. Brown wrote of “porch and steps

scrubbed white,” while Alomar described a place where “beds were weeded and walkways

swept” (ix).

In the more urban areas, just as Westmacott’s rural study reported, a

commonality of edged sidewalks was noted, whether bordered on “either side by quart

bottles driven neck down into the ground on a slant” (Brown) in Washington D.C., flanked
with “brick or landscape timber and concrete retaining walls” (Alomar 81) in Baton Rouge,

or lined with “blue and brown snuff bottles” (Westmacott 45) in Piedmont. Edward

Houston’s yard features a curving driveway that is bordered with “tires, shiny hubcaps and
strips of chrome” (Gundaker, “African” 182). Areas of “junk” were kept separate from
more ordered plant beds; Gundaker posited a connection with cultural heritage because
“the distinction between wild and cultivated areas is significant in many areas of Africa”
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(“Tradition” 59). Although Westmacott found that privacy was not an important issue for
the rural gardeners, the urban studies of Alomar and Brown showed a greater presence of

formed shrubbery hedges and fences.
2.7b

Plant Materials

Alomar described plants placed and pruned “for individual effect” and noted that

interviews with gardeners linked the “patterns present in the yards with foe acquisition of
plants through employers, family, and local nurseries” (99).

Gundaker noted that

historically, “trees are commonly associated with individuals and the ancestors throughout

much of West and Central Africa,” and that still today, trees (particularly cedars) “at the

head of black graves doubly testify to ancestral roots and to the soul’s movement to
heaven” (“Tradition” 61). As in Westmacott’s study, color was found to be an important

influence in the urban areas, where “colorful plants were displayed on the porch and near
the house” (Alomar ix). Brown, in an interview with Russell Adams, chairman of the
department of Afro-American studies at Howard University, was told about Adams’

grandmother planting vegetables among her flowers. Unlike the rural gardens studied by
Westmacott, Adams’ grandmother “would alternate foe rows, so when foe squash came in
yellow, foe okra would be blooming with purplish flowers” (Brown).

2.7c

Swept Yard, “Found” Objects, and Containers

According to Glassie, foe “folk” yard type is usually a “swept yard with scattered
plantings and beds often edged with brick or recycled objects” and includes “frequent use

of plant containers and decorative objects” (qtd. in Westmacott 118). One of Brown’s

interviewees in Washington D.C. remembered not seeing many yards with grass as she was

growing up: “Everybody swept their yard. People didn’t do grass. Even though it was
dirt, [my mother said] "Make it look pretty.’”

Adams remembered having to use a
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handmade broom to sweep the yard in a herringbone pattern and exhibiting particular care

on Easter and Christmas Eve, “so Santa Claus would know nobody had been there”
(Brown). Alomar connected the sweeping of exteriors in the rural yards to the sweeping of
the walkway in urban yards.

Brown noted gazing balls, colored “found rocks,” and pedestals.

Gundaker’s

research reported that some elements—“including wheels, trees, white and reflective

objects, cross and diamond shapes, and chairs” have been found consistently in AfricanAmerican gardens “over time and distance” (“Tradition” 67).

One man explained to

Gundaker that an ornamented tree was his “family tree;” the chains hanging from its limbs
were “for his ancestors because they carried the weight,” and the rusty lawn chairs

surrounding the tree were “seats for his family around the throne” (Brown) he had created
to God.
All authors reported, as did Westmacott, finding planting containers commonly

used among African-American gardeners. Brown noted that tire urns were popular, often
“painted white and cut like tulips and filled with dirt and flowers.” Glickman suggested

that the “pervasive use of potted plants in black gardens is due to the condition of

transience” (Westmacott 47) affecting black populations.
2.7d

Meaning

Just as in Westmacott’s study, others have found “yards swept bare; shrubs set out
as individual plants rather than in groups; ...and the reuse of appliances and other

household objects as planters, plant stands, flower pits, and yard art” (Singleton). There
were signs that the owners were hard working (sweeping, clothes washing), and “symbols

of leisure and graciousness were also carefully displayed” (Westmacott 116). Many of the

yards were consciously decorated to show the individuality of gardeners. Gundaker noted
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that the gardeners “make” their yards special to “please themselves and to instruct visitors
in appropriate behavior, sometimes in the broadest spiritual sense” (“Tradition” 59).

Christopher Alexander, in A Pattern Language, saw “these elements—trees, shrubs,
ornaments, fences, etc.”—merely as “ordinary materials, mundane artifacts” but argued
that when their placement or relationship to one another and pattern are analyzed, “a

‘poetic,’ a grammar or language may be extracted” (Alomar 23). According to Alomar,
many gardeners saw the plants in their yards as “tokens of esteem” and remembered the

“starting point of the plant’s symbolic history,” (106) because so many of their plants were
gifts that were “intimately tied to stories of where they came from” (103). Russell Adams

suggested that garden upkeep is “simply culture; it’s maintaining the tradition of the

mothers and grandmothers and forefathers and what they brought with them about

farming and gardening from their native lands” (Brown).

Alomar found that some

gardeners had difficulty expressing the reasons behind their garden’s design, which follows
the seemingly improvisational or sporadic arrangement that goes along with the notion of

folk design: “The folk designer works to satisfy an immediate need rather than ponder
optimum space relations and use” (Simon qtd. in Alomar 27).
Gardeners chose their materials for many different reasons: color combinations—

“If I have two of the same plants, I generally try to put a white between” (Westmacott 39);

lasting quality—“It’s the permanency, the fact you are doing something that is not

ephemeral.

I like the oak tree for its endurance and strength” (Brown);

to give a

warning—“If you look at an empty chair by the driveway, you realize people put them
there as a reminder somebody could be sitting there looking at them and that visitors
should behave properly when they come on their property” (Gundaker qtd. in Brown). A

typical sentiment was that the yards were, as one gardener explained, “an extension of my
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home, and the earth is like my carpet, and the fence and flowers are like my walls”
(Brown). African-American gardeners use plant materials and ordinary objects to express
the “ideas of individuals and the traditions of the prevailing culture,” (Alomar 17) and to
carry on “their tradition of making the world pretty” (Brown). Gundaker suggests that

“expressive arrangements2’ of plants and objects are “contributions to the network of

activities” through which African-Americans “make sense of, and generate positive counter
currents from, their history” (“African” 189).
2.7e

Critical Value

Westmacott’s book is the most comprehensive study of African-American
gardening practices to date. His research provides the reader with a broad, overall look at

land usage, property arrangement, garden practices, and community values of AfricanAmerican people in the rural South. Because it is a quantitative study there are many
respondents, but Westmacott does not explore in great detail the reasons that were behind

his findings. He presents his results in a logical manner that easily translated into basic

guidelines to help organize the research for the San Antonio study.
Grey Gundaker’s research, though it reports physical evidence similar to that of
Westmacott’s, is very philosophical and theoretical; she investigates a very few gardens,
but ferrets out the slightest possible meaning behind every detail. Gundaker’s studies look
at spiritual and cosmological origins for elements and arrangements found in the yards of
African-Americans. She is critical of Westmacott’s research, suggesting that he possibly

overlooked some typically African-American symbolic elements that existed, instead taking
the gardeners’ word that no metaphysical imagery was present (“African” 199).

San

Antonio gardeners did not, for whatever reason, appear to have the spirituality and/or
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cosmological concerns that would allow for parallel comparisons to be made with some of

Gundaker’s findings.
Glickman, Alomar, and Brown each found physical elements, heritage connections,

and practices that paralleled Westmacott’s findings.

Their common relating of family

stories in association with gardening traditions, plant materials, and objects helped to frame
questions that were asked of the San Antonio subject gardeners.

2.8

Garden Meaning

“Garden is not only a noun; it is also a verb. It is an activity, craft,
discipline, way of life, or leisure time pursuit.”
(Kenneth Helphand, qtd. in Francis, Meaning 190)

Gardens have, for many years, been an integral part of human existence. They
satisfy our “human needs and aspirations;” they provide “food and sustenance, soothe and

delight the senses, display the miraculous cycles of nature,” (Alanen 160) and showcase the

personal tastes of the owners.. To understand the form a garden has taken, one must “try
to discover the personal involvement in the design, maintenance, and use of the vernacular

garden, and its role as image of the family and its dependence on the approval of the

outside world, the passerby” (Jackson, “Past” 17).

2.8a

Garden Vernacular

The term “vernacular” has been borrowed from architectural studies, and “derives
from the Latin verna, meaning a slave bom in the house of his or her master” (Jackson,

Discovering 149).

“Vernacular” implies “adaptation and local or regional restraints,”

(Jackson, “Past” 12) and is likely to be an “ethnic or folk creation” (Hunt 3). Using this
accepted view of the term, J.B. Jackson writes that “a vernacular landscape.. .is an
impressive display of devotion to common customs and of an inexhaustible ingenuity in
finding short-term solutions” (Discovering 151). Vernacular landscapes are unique in that
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they are devised and “actually implemented by the owner.” (Hunt 4)

According to

Jackson, “mobility and change are the key” (Discovering 151) to a vernacular landscape;

the ability to accept change and adapt quickly to unexpected conditions is evident among

persons creating these landscapes.
2.8b

Garden Identity

How is a yard or garden identifiable? What does it say about its owner/creator?

How does it fit into its larger community?

According to James S. Duncan, “social

scientists have suggested that the landscape in which an individual lives is a major factor in

his self-perception” and in the image he shows to his community (334). These scientists
have used this theory to identify different socioeconomic groups based on differences
expressed in residential landscapes. Because we are dependent on the “presence of our

fellow men—not necessarily on their approval; their reaction to our existence is just as

essential,” (Jackson, Landscapes 147) we search for an identity that will emanate the image

that we want others to see.

In attempting to create this image, “we are inclined to

manipulate the environment, use it as a tool for creating our identity (Jackson, Landscapes
146).

2.8c

Garden Expression

Vernacular gardens are often dismissed by designers as having no value; though

they are not designed with formal principles and educated forethought, they are relevant
examples of human ideals and expression. For many owners, their gardens are outward

communications of themselves and sources of personal pride in ownership. “In making
gardens, we express our personal values and our inner feelings,” (Francis, “Everyday” 206)

and reveal these values to our communities through choices made in our yards.

Christopher Grampp described die owners of what he termed “expressionist gardens” as
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being “deeply committed to their gardens in a more substantial way than the average
homeowner” (183). These expressionist gardeners put emotion and creative thought into
their projects and felt rewarded for their efforts. Expressionist gardeners, according to

Grampp, “are perpetually changing their gardens—adding new plants, reworking beds,
changing flowers and vegetables with the seasons” (183). This finding by Grampp parallels
J.B. Jackson’s idea that vernacular gardens “underwent constant change, periods of

expansion and decline, and periods of radical redefinition” (Jackson, ‘Tast” 12).

Chapter 3

Methodology

The chief method of investigation for this study was qualitative research—-use of
text rather than numbers as in the quantitative research tradition. Under this “umbrella,”

there were three interrelated methods of data collection, and two interrelated methods of
data analysis.

The research involved the asking of a central question:

“Are African-

American gardens in San Antonio designed or arranged as expressions of ethnic culture?”
Data collection included the use of tape-recorded interviews of nine local AfricanAmericans to obtain oral histories of their residential gardens. In the qualitative inquiry

tradition, phenomenology and existential-phenomenological interviewing techniques were
used. To elicit oral descriptions of the respondents’ gardening experiences and expressions

in their own words, open-ended questions were posed to the respondents. The interviews
were then transcribed, and meanings of the texts were derived by searching for discovery

of themes. Through applying the hermeneutic circle of interpretation the parts of the
textual themes were studied in relation to the whole, and then the individual responses
were studied in relation to one another in search of global themes.
3.1

Qualitative Inquiry

Qualitative research, as defined by Cresswell is “an inquiry process of
understanding based on distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that explore a social

or human problem” (15). The qualitative researcher is generally looking for a how or a what
in an effort to determine the significance behind a subject phenomenon. Most writers

agree that qualitative studies are conducted in a natural setting, where the researcher is the
“instrument of data collection,” (Cresswell 14) focusing on the meaning from the

viewpoint of the respondent to examine the phenomenon and gather information for later
analysis that will result in a “holistic picture” (Cresswell 15).
30

Qualitative research is a
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method of inquiry that attempts to make sense of a phenomenon—to understand the
reasons behind it and interpret the meaning of it by learning from those who are most
closely connected.

The purpose of a qualitative research interview is to gather descriptions from the

respondents with “respect to interpretation of the meaning of the described phenomena”

(Kvale 174).

A qualitative research interview generally is semi-structured, using guide

questions that are not restrictive but keep the focus on thematic issues. The purpose of

unrestricted interviewing is to have the respondents freely describe what they have
experienced and how they feel about those experiences. The interview is best recorded

then transcribed word-for-word, resulting in transcripts that “constitute the material for the

subsequent interpretation of meaning” (Kvale 174). The goal of qualitative inquiry is not
to “end up with unequivocal and quantifiable meanings on the themes focused” (Kvale
177) but to discover the meanings behind the respondents’ expressions of their
experiences. Research interviewing can take the form of “oral history.”
3.1a

Method Description—Oral History

In the Oral History Guidelines for Landscape Historians, published by the American
Society of Landscape Architects, oral history is defined by Baum as “. ..the tape recording

of reminiscences about which the narrator can speak from first-hand knowledge” (qtd. in
Vernon 7). Oral history affords a manner in which researchers may learn subjective views

of experiences and history “from the people directly involved” (Vemon 7).

Because

landscape and garden design are subjective disciplines carried out by people intimately tied

to the sites—from early site development stages to design maturation; these persons are

therefore the most knowledgeable sources from which to obtain information about a

design. By examining garden traditions and design choices through oral history, one can
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expect to leam the thought processes, motivational factors, and intent that influenced a

resulting design.
3.1b

Method Description—Phenomenology
Phenomenological Inquiry

and

Existential-

Phenomenology is one of the five methods of qualitative analysis as described by

Cresswell for discovery of textual meaning; its central purpose being to leam about the

“lived experiences for several individuals about a concept or the phenomenon' (51). ExistentialPhenomenology7 is a “paradigm that blends the philosophy of existentialism with the
methods of phenomenology” (Thompson, “Putting” 133). The concept of Ixbenswelt, or

life-world is central to the phenomenological method; the researcher is attempting to
understand the meaning behind the phenomenon by reaching into the ‘life-world’ of the
subjects, learning about their experiences from their perspective.
Existential-phenomenology seeks a first-person perspective and description of a

lived experience, not separating the subjects from their environments, but rather studying
“the totality of human-being-in-the-world ” (Heidegger qtd. in Thompson, “Putting” 135).
Phenomenological research involves finding the “essential, invariant structure (or essence) or the
central underlying meaning of the experience” and emphasizing the “intentionality of

consciousness.. .based on memory, image, and meaning” (Cresswell 52). This method gives
the researcher empirical knowledge through the respondents’ descriptions (and discovered
meanings) of their lived experience (Thompson, ‘Tutting” 142).

Kvale proffers the phenomenological interview as “perhaps the most powerful

means for attaining an in-depth understanding of another person’s experiences” (qtd. in
Thompson, “Putting” 138).

The researcher, so as not to be intrusive, uses short

descriptive questions and statements that provide a basis from which the respondents may
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delve into detailed descriptions about their experiences, yielding a conversation rather than
a “question and answer session” (Thompson, “Putting” 138).

3.1c

Method
Analysis

Description—Existential-Phenomenological

Data

The text from the interviews becomes the “body of data comprised of respondent
reflections on lived experiences” (Thompson, “Putting” 140).

Phenomenological data

analysis “proceeds through the methodology of reduction, the analysis of specific
statements and themes,” (Cresswell, 52) searching for all possible meanings.

With the

analysis, the researcher seeks to use the respondents’ “own terms and category systems”
(Thompson, “Putting” 140) to keep the experience as lived by the subjects. Accordingly,

the tape-recorded texts of the respondents in this project were studied sentence by

sentence to detect distinctive themes. After an exhaustive list of themes was developed for
the text of each respondent, the hermeneutical circle was used for further analysis.
3.1d

Method Description—Hermeneutical Circle

According to Kvale, hermeneutics is the interpretive study of texts to obtain “a
valid and common understanding of the meaning” (185). Hermeneutic interpretation of a
text uses a part-to-whole method that searches for the larger meaning of an individual

interview, “relating separate passages of the transcript to its overall content” (Thompson,
“Putting” 141).

The hermeneutic circle is used in existential-phenomenology, comparing

meanings across several interview transcripts, bringing a new part-to-whole relationship

that looks for global themes to emerge when “separate interviews are related to each other
and common patterns are identified” (Thompson, ‘Tutting” 141). The global themes and

interpretive patterns, while comprehensible to readers, are not necessarily “the only
possible interpretation of the transcripts” (Thompson, “Lived” 347).
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3.2

Selection of Participants and Sites

3.2a

Demographics/Respondent Profiles

1990 Census demographics were studied to

determine potential

subject

neighborhoods (see Tables 1 and 2). A windshield survey was conducted in areas chosen
by using the demographic findings (socioeconomic and population); and personal contacts

through a local African-American cultural center led to two eventual subject residences.
Possible subject houses identified by the windshield survey method were selected if

elements similar to those named by Westmacott and others in their African-American yard

and garden studies were present, and if there were indications that the home owner took a

clear interest in maintaining their property. Respondent gardeners ranged in age from

forty-one to seventy-three, and had been involved with personal gardening from twelve to
sixty7 years. Three respondents from a lower socioeconomic bracket, three from a middle

bracket, and three from an upper bracket were interviewed about their gardening practices.
3.2b

Description of Study Areas

Subject residences fell into four different census tracts (see Figure 1), with median
family incomes ranging from $18,818 to $77,789 and African-American population ranging

from eighty-three to less than one percent. Most of San Antonio’s African-American
population is concentrated on the city’s east side, with a generally7 decreasing percentage as

the tracts move north and west.

3.3

Data Collection and Analysis

The data collection included the taking of an oral history from subjects about
specific sites through interviews and recordings. Open-ended qualitative inquiry

interview questions were posed to the respondents (see Appendix B), using the
phenomenology and existential-phenomenology interview metho d to learn about
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Table 1

1990 Census Tracts Sorted by Median Family Income

Tract No. Population
132
1903
2200
191402
1908
2161
5920
191502
4592
1204
191401
4522
4501
191501
' W' f 6567?
121902
3598
191405
6487
5277
1812
685
191802
2519
191102
121107
9185
1203
6502
7347
1821

Median Income
Percent Population
Anglo %
Black % Othei % Hispanic % Household Family Non-Familv
36250
128330 132674
0 0%
0 0%
0 0%
132 100%
16974
85099
97838
1825
83%
29
1% 66 3%
280 13%
49583
80144
23650
53 2%
8 0%
267 12%
1833
85%
23081
63657
77789
4714
80% 142 2% 62 1% 1002 17%
31429
6 0% 33
390 8%
62705
73276
91%
1%
4163
1% 74 2%
497 11%
60370
72201
30701
3917
87%
34
28
1% 179 4%
601 13%
63996
66351
41389
3693
82%
n/v
61669
65016
30278
5753
88%
10 0% 120 2.70
684 10%
3184
48
1% 98 3%
268 7%
62935
63934
34722
88%
53424
27656
5281
81% 104 2% 114 2%
988 15%
62075
1% 123 2% 1013 19%
48562
19716
4078
77%
63
60545
635
0 0% 34 5%
16 2%
59928
59071
82671
93%
1% 45 2%
74%
24
587 23%
43333
56955
14972
1863
43710
7627
83% 155 2% 151
2% 1252 14%
56573
23081
5836
90%
0 0% 26 0%
640 10%
40610
56538
23525
6231
85%
1% 1077 15%
51740
56291
24861
2 0% 37

Tract No. Population Anglo
121803
4408 3097
131603
8775 5173
121202
12166 8034
181708
13347 7071
181709
9663 5062
121104
9493 6656
10138 5870
121503
121805
4229 3085
1210
6004 4321
121604
4108 3074
191803
1353
972
11930 5314
171905
181001
3223 1850
121502
8553 4775
121804
5378 3676

%
70%
59%
66%
53%
52%
70%
58%
73%
72%
75%
72%
45%
57%
56%
68%

Tract No. Population Anglo
1906
10475 1848
181003
4541 1784
1804
566
3652
1716
6278
261
1406
2378
288
1612
1491
377
1510
3499
487
1308
3918
326
1715
8089
142
1518
992
247
1808
3022
944
6155
104
1714
1309
3906
557
1613
11454 1894
1504
4502
159

Black
%
18%
28
39% 427
15%
34
4% 489
12% 162
25%
16
14%
8
OA)

Black
325
1356
726
852
492
457
1977
139
279
115
6
1826
99
1482
443

OZOO

2% 1151
25% 102
31% 203
2%
78
14% 2042
17% 709
4%
28

% Household
39347
21%
38493
21%
25%
33646
38%
37961
40%
36783
36355
23%
35989
19%
36190
22%
22%
31027
19%
34533
24%
26667
35%
36005
38%
31628
23%
34731
21%
34428

Family Non-Familv
39863
30848
39812
30795
39215
22798
39116
30558
38468
26893
38204
28021
38138
26337
38005
26354
37844
21083
36947
24083
36765
11786
36271
26810
35972
18264
35768
28641
35565
31333

% Other % Hispanic % Household
0% 61
1% 8538 82%
18709
9% 133 3% 2197 48%
18289
1% 47
1% 3005 82%
17452
8% 105 2% 5423 86%
19110
17163
7% 33
1% 1895 80%
17583
1%
0 0% 1098 74%
16902
0%
0 0% 3004 86%
OOTb
318 8% g 16358
11
0%
17256
14% 34
0% 6762 84%
604 61%
16406
10% 39 4%
14988
7%
0 0% 1875 62%
17198
1% 84
1% 5889 96%
15378
52% 210 5% 1097 28%
6% 232 2% 8619 75%
18522
1%
15495
9 0% 4306 96%

Family Non-Familv
19662
10054
19304
16350
19233
9419
19216
7031
19125
4999
19000
15781
18995
9818
18818
10815
18608
5230
18472
13542
18250
13266
17870
12148
17600
8187
17596
19569
17520
8343

%
7%
15%
6%
6%
5%
5%
20%
3%
5%
3%
0%
15%
3%
17%
8%

Other % Hispanic
909
77 2%
395 5% 1851
328 3% 3078
338 3% 5086
210 2% 3899
221
2% 2159
348 3% 1943
922
83 2%
1% 1344
60
767
152 4%
329
46 3%
562 5% 4228
61
2% 1213
307 4% 1989
103 2% 1156

Note: Shows only tracts directly surounding shaded subject tracts.
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Table 2

1990 Census Tracts Sorted by African-American Population

Percent Population
Tract No. Population Anglo % Black % Other % Hispanic
11 0% . 318
8%
3918
6 0%
595
1311
2986
105 4% 2280 76%
0 0%
1159
1306
4543
35 1% 3349 74%
18 0%
1252
4918
1305
225 5% 3423 70%
809
1310
5026 1148 23% 3045 61% 24 0%
1%
658
1302
1648
14 1% 955 58% 21
1097
1309
3906
557 14% 2042 52% 210 5%
9 0%
872
1312
2928
826 28% 1221 42%
7 0% 2289
1301
3897
3 0% 1598 41%
1%
1151
1313
4960 1929 39% 1809 36% 71
16 0% 4073
1304
7037
393 6% 2555 36%

Median Income
% Household Family Non-Family
10815
16358. ..
18818
8%
10083
20%
13899
14567
7649
26%
11913
14750
7952
25%
9731
10767
10353
16%
20529
24017
6907
40%
11480
13167
8187
28%
15378
17600
11771
30%
18065
21542
11588
4999
59%
15278
14375
23%
26319
31305
6992
58%
13493
15738

Tract No. Population Anglo % Black
87
1819
2404 1792 75%
1207
7876 4694 60% 276
1901
4118
516 13% 144
121103
8841 6997 79% 299
181804
9598 6229 65% 318
121805
4229 30R5 73% 139
1404
3750
669 18% 120
1520
659
264 40%
21
181001
99
3223 1850 57%
32
1104
1050
290 28%
6624 4777 72% 199
181802

%
4%
4%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%
3%

Other
91
32
46
213
317
83
38
28
61
45
167

% Hispanic % Household
4%
434 18%
33667
0% 2874 36%
27024
1% 3412 83%
11053
2%
1332 15%
49472
3% 2734 28%
37019
922
2%
36190
1% 2923 78%
21691
4%
346 53%
18889
2%
1213 38%
31628
4%
683 65%
16187
3%
1481 22%
38767

Family Non-Family
11667
51158
20873
35347
13547
6876
32267
50990
26066
41092
26354
38005
23563
17107
22500
11250
18264
35972
29937
7540
47528
18070

Tract No. Population Anglo % Black
181710
4443 3015 68% 119
1806
10457 4638 44% 271
53
2161 1833 85%
1908
90
181803
3705 2413 65%
4405
56
1% 106
1711
5920 4714
191502
142
1802
9365 2704 29% 217
1696
39
1107
181 11%
6856 4563 67% 155
181805
1208
6421 5732 89% 144
1705
4885
424 9% 106

%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%
2%

Other
90
250
8
187
0
62
88
17
233
19
104

24 Hispanic % Household
46280
2%
1219 27%
2%
29778
5298 51%
0%
267 12%
49583
5%
32096
1015 27%
0% 4243 96%
11060
1%
1002
63657
1% 6356 68%
17684
8507
1%
1459 86%
3%
1905 28%
43250
0%
526 8%
41448
16719
2% 4251 87%

Family Non-Family
46429
44375
35245
19057
80144
23650
40625
19500
14219
4999
77789
23081
22500
12471
15437
5994
45350
27067
51124
25133
20236
6796

% Other % Hispanic 24 Household
0% 22 0% 6220 97%
8999
0% 132 2%
8397 96%
15153
0% 40
1% 4263 91%
15351
0%
9
1%
289 24%
44612
0% 52
1%
21926
3901 85%
684 10%
0% 120 2%
0%
7 0% 4966 93%
18953
0% 10 0% 2604 57%
20712
0% 33 1%
390 8%
62705
0% 82
1% 6549 98%
12198
0%
0 0%
5986 99%
12384

Family Non-Family
10808
5656
15391
9227
16582
9091
50692
13750
23866
13125
65016
30278
19735
14600
23818
9668
73276
31429
13043
5071
13632
5401

Tract No. Population
1702
6400
1605
8745
1503
4690
121901
1194
1706
4570
6567
1604
5348
1522
4574
1204
4592
1703
6710
1710
6044

Anglo
144
198
378
894
610
5753
367
1954
4163
71
52

% Black
2%
14
2%
18
8%
9
75%
2
13%
7
7%
43%
91%
1%
1%

8
6
6
8
6

Note: Shows only tracts directly surrounding shaded subject tracts.

Figure 1

Bexar County, Texas

1990 Census Tracts
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their lived garden experiences. The recorded interviews were transcribed (see Appendix

C), and the resulting data was then analyzed using the existential-phenomenological
data analysis process, searching for meanings by looking at specific statements and

themes. A matrix was used (see Table 3) as a tool to aid in tracing related texts across

respondent transcripts, and the hermeneutical circle of interpretation was applied,
studying the parts of the transcripts in relation to the whole, and subsequently in relation to
one another in search of global themes.

Table 3

Matrix for Commonalities and Comments Among Respondents

House #1
House #2
Sect Categories
Parson
Lawrence
71
+-7O
4.1 Age
maid
Occupation
ret. factory
countiy
Grew Up
country/city
life
Had Garden
life
work/beauty
4.2 Garden/Yard
Front/Back
by sun
beauty/eat
Design
family, Martha
4.3 Influences
Stewart, T.V.
auntle/famlly
natural, "comes to
layers, own Ideas
me"
4.4 Arrangement
exercise *
relaxawork
4.5 Function
BBQ, work
4.0 Plants
green, flowers
blooms, pots, veg.
buy, pots
swap, gut,
commemorative
transplant
Acquire
Vegetables
no
X *
no
X
"Greens"
*
•
Peach Trees
x *
Ivy
X
Zinnias
no
X *
Bougainvillea
pots, stands,
haring pots, mailbox,
frog, bird bath
tables ■
4.7 Objects
yes, knew
4.8 Swept Yard
yes, self
no, family only
no, family only
4.9 A-A Heritage
said yes
4.10 Differences
said no
white lawns,
Self
Hispanic color
Hispanic flowers
4.10 Comparison
Feeling
t
**
Comments
*
Privacy
a
• very big
Security
* very big
Sun
* veiy big
Cost
Workln' /
**
Dlggln'
*
*
Love/Flowers
yes
no *
Know Names
»
*
Neatness
♦
•
Do Own Work

Ride & Look
Travel
"Trial &
Erruh"

-

-

House #3
Watson
73
ret. clerk
countiy
life
flowers/veg.
beauty/eat

House #4
Anderson
72
ret. teacher
country
life
flowers/veg.
-

House US
Wilson
67
ret. mgt.
country/city
36 years
veg. flow./ work
f* beauty

family
"just start doin,"’
find a spot

family, books
"1 have no
pattern."

ride & look

House US
Brown
41
daycare
city
13 years
peaceful/work
warm/peace
mama, TV,
magazines

observation

"warrrry look"

work, entertain
topiaries, veg., rrix

buy
x *
x *

*
X

-

X •
pots, stands,
tables
yes, self
Africa jird«. fam.

only offered
black houses,
white trees

work
entertain
veg., flowers
evergreen, desert
purchase, oaks
cuttings, buy sale,
commemorative
student
x * share
no
X *
no
*
X
■k
*
X *
no
figurines, signs,
pots, stands,
some pots
barrels
yes, self
yes, uncle
food
no, groom only
said no
said yes
$ spent, white
nothing
lawns

relax, entertain
mixture
buyH.D., WM
no
no

X *
- .
no
pets, fouialn, stands,

bird houses, dimes

yes, self
vines- |ungle
said no
$ spent across
cultures

«*

*
A
A

*
*

A

A

A *

*

*

yes
*
*
-

yes, self
*
* & husband
yes *
*

*
*
*veiy big

* green
no
*
*
yes *
*

* very big

* show
no
*
* & husband
• walk
A

A
no - wasn't present, or didn't discuss It
yes ■ they knew, had It, or did it
- - didn't discuss It

* « commented about It
X” It was present |
x * ■ had It and commented about It

House #7
House #8
Barber
Jackson
60
47
wont say
OBGYN
city
city
12 years
veg./malntenance
sun/refuge
books,
family,
magazines, TV
observation
draft experience, garden planning
draw
class, trial

House OS
Robinson
+-50
pediatrician
city
15 years
veg./flowers
formal/free spirit
family,
observation
draw w/ LA
sketch visions

exercise, entertain
entertain, sit
entertain, sft
evergreen, flowers
mixture
evergreen, flowers
purchase,
purchase, apple
purchase,
magnolia comm.
comm.
cuttings
no
X
x *
*
no
X
no
A
no
X
no
pots, benches,
fountain,
birdbath, figurines fountain, tables
birdbaths
aware
unaware
yes, qmother
said no
family
no, family only
said no
only offered
only offered
Hispanic ddcor,
black stonework, white
$$, Hisparic ornament
nothing
color, $ spent
* A

..

*
• very big

* very big

A

-

A

A

A

A A

A

some
* & gardener
*
yes

A

A

yes

some
*
* & yard team
*

A

«

* & malnt. man
visit

A A

A

A

* * = had two or more comments about it

so

Chapter 4

Study Results

Discoveries are presented across the three socioeconomic groups by categories that

parallel findings in previous studies, so that similarities ( or lack thereof) may become more
evident.

The traditional, southern definition of yard is the “domesticated landscape

surrounding a residence,” and a garden is associated with a smaller area “devoted to flowers

or vegetables on a seasonal basis” (Gundaker, “African” 202). These accepted definitions

will be used for this study, with the inclusion of planted beds within fae garden descriptions.
4.1

Respondent Descriptions

The three respondents in the lower socioeconomic bracket were all retired or semi
retired women in their late sixties and early seventies who grew up at least partially in the

country, remembering flowers, fruit trees, and vegetable gardens as having always been a
way of life for their families. Willa Sue Parson explained, “You know, most all country
people like to grow things; if it’s not a garden it’s flowers or something.” Lucinda Watson
agreed, and said that she has been gardening “all my life. I’ve been thisaway ever since I

was a kid.” All three respondents felt that having plants and flowers was a very natural
thing for them to want to do, as Dottie Lawrence reported: “Just things that I grew up

with and I love doing, I’ll keepa doing it ‘till I’m disabled.”

The three subject gardens

studied in this bracket were Property 1 (Photograph 4.1a), Property 2 (Photograph 4.1b),
and Property 3 (Photograph 4.1c).

The three respondents in the middle socioeconomic bracket were between the ages

of forty-one and seventy-two and had grown up both in the country and the city, though
Fred Wilson felt that for people nearing his age of sixty-seven, “practically everywhere was

country for blacks” to grow up.

These respondents had all traveled somewhat and

reported influences from their travels in their plant choices and their ideas about their
40
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yards. Etta Mae Anderson explained, “Whenever I go on vacation I bring back flowers
from different locations.” Anita Brown and her husband spent some time in Italy and as a

result she said, “So we love the Italian look, too.” The three subject gardens studied in this

bracket were Property 4 (Photograph 4.1d), Property 5 (Photograph 4.1e), and Property 6
(Photograph 4.If).
The three respondents in the upper socioeconomic bracket were between the ages

of forty-seven and sixty, all grew up in the city, and all did much of their own gardening,
though each had a maintenance crew that kept the properties in shape.

Dr. Donna

Robinson, a pediatrician, explained that she has a yard team that works every week to cut
the grass and plant large items, but if she can buy a “plant that don’t require a two-foot

hole,” she plants it herself, enjoying the act of planting as “stress relief.” Gordon Barber
enjoys planting in his yard but doesn’t “want to feel compelled to do it, that’s why I have

somebody come in and do it.

But If I can do it at my leisure, then I enjoy that.”

Respondents in this group all had some knowledge of design processes although, like Dr.

Olivia Jackson, an obstetrician, had a hard time understanding drawings, who said her
“visualization doesn’t go good from paper to seeing it.” The three subject gardens studied

in this bracket were Property 7 (Photograph 4.1g), Property 8 (Photograph 4.1h), and

Property 9 (Photograph 4.1i).

4.2

Garden vs. Yard, Front vs. Back

Respondents across the three groups first thought of flowers and vegetables upon
hearing the word “garden.” Fred Wilson reported that “the first thing would come to play

with me would be really a vegetable garden,” but also realized that “a majority of the time

gardening’s mentioned it’s a flower garden, you know, flowers.”

Many respondents
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4.1a

Property 1: Residence of Willa Sue Parson

i11

4.1b

Property 2: Residence of Dottie Lawrence
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4.1c

4.1d

Property 3: Residanceof Lucinda Watson

Property 4: Residence of Etta Mae Anderson
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4.1e

Property 5: Residence of Fred Wilson

4.If

Property 6: Residence of Anita Brown
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4.1g

4.1h

Property 7: Residence of Gordon Barber

Properly 8: Residence of Dr. OliviaJackson-
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associated the word “yard” with work, like Dr. Jackson, who thought of “having to cut it

and high maintenance.”

The research revealed that the respondents, all of whom are homeowners, defined
their front yards in terms of the importance of appearance. Lucinda Watson explained,
“Oh, I try to beautify my front yard more than I do my backyard.” Dottie Lawrence

agreed by saying that her front yard “is just to look at.” She associates her backyard with a
food source—“Only thing in the back, there’s something eatable.” All the respondents
treated their front yards as a “face” they put on for passers-by. Dr. Robinson likes her

front yard to be “formal and tailored and usually fairly symmetrical; it’s my clean yard.” In
contrast, backyards were considered more personal spaces, serving as places reserved for

the owner’s private pleasure. Dr Robinson plants things that she enjoys in her backyard—

“It doesn’t have to fit, it doesn’t have to be tailored.. .The back is just ‘free spirit.’” Anita

Brown said her backyard gives her a sense of “peace.. .of being peaceful.”

4.3

Design Influences

All respondents reported some connection between family and gardening. Willa
Sue Parson remembered that “all my sisters, all of us like flowers, you know, all of us was

always out in the yard.” Dottie Lawrence learned from her “auntie that was very artistic,”
and explained that, “I just sorta followed her, you know, [way] of doing things.”

Across the three groups respondents reported watching various television
gardening shows and browsing books or magazines for design and planting ideas. Willa
Sue Parson sometimes watches Victory Garden and Martha Stewart and said, “[Martha

Stewart’s] got a pretty yard too, you know; she have all little different arrangements,
different little flower pots and that’s what give me the idea of making the flower pots”

(Photograph 4.3a).

Lucinda Watson modeled some Japanese Yew trees after some
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topiaries she had seen—“Yeah, I cut those.. .poodle plants. I call them poodle plants; they
in balls” (Photograph 4.3b). Gordon Barber explained that he often gets gardening ideas
from buying “books that has landscaping and that sort of thing.” He said that “’Lotta

times you may not get any ideas, but on occasion if you get one, then I think you’ve
accomplished something.”

Six of the nine respondents, all in the middle and upper brackets, reported enjoying
riding or walking through neighborhoods to see what other people are doing in their yards.
According to Anita Brown, she and her husband “watch the other neighbors, how they
landscape and stuff like that” to get new ideas. Fred Wilson said that his “enjoyment is
riding in a neighborhood that have a lot of beautiful lawns and I get a real good idea

looking at some neighborhoods that’s well groomed and how they place certain shrubs.”
Dr. Robinson reported that if she liked how a neighbor’s yard looked, she would “try to
find something to give me that very similar look on the plants.”

4.4

Arrangement

Each of the nine properties had a very different presence from the others, ranging
from a hodge-podge of color (Photograph 4.4a) at the Watson residence, to the very

manicured (Photograph 4.4b) Barber residence. The gardeners of the lower and middle
brackets reported that they had no set plan or design in mind for die arrangement of their

yards or gardens, though several expressed an understanding of layering plant materials for
visibility. Dottie Lawrence put her large “elephant ears” up close to her house, and said,

“From there I started putting my flowers which gonna be the tallest, you know like, and
then I come down lower.” Willa Sue Parson explained that the development of her yard
was something that just happened: “I started planting a little bunch here, little bunch there,
and then it started growing together and that’s the way it started, you know.. .you just wake
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4.4a

4.4b

Watson Residence

Barber Residence
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up one morning and you get out there and it just comes to me.” Etta Mae Anderson

related that she had “no pattern,” and Lucinda Watson “just starts doing.”

Watson

explained her method for placing a plant: “And I just, you know, look around ‘till I find a

spot that I’m at peace with, and I put it there.”

Several respondents, like Anita Brown, say they are “no expert at this,” and some
used the phrase “trial and error” to describe their gardening endeavors. Gordon Barber

said that if a plant “doesn’t do well” for him, he will “take it up and try something else.”
Dr. Jackson said that her placement choices were “mostly haphazard. I’m a trial and error
[person].”
Respondents in the upper bracket all have an understanding of considering a

property as a whole when planning their planting schemes. Gordon Barber, who designed
his own yard, said, “I’d get a piece of paper and at work, at my desk, I’d sort of design
some little shapes, and erase it, and see what would fit where.” Dr. Jackson said she

“didn’t know of any pattern for her yard,” yet designed her entire property herself, even

laying her own stonework and allowing it to sit for a year while she “lived with it,” to make
sure she liked the arrangement before grouting it in place.

Dr. Jackson also had an

understanding of garden “rooms,” and said, “I like for you to come to a different section
and feel a little different” (Photograph 4.4c). Dr. Robinson, who plants her own flowers
and vegetables in her backyard, worked with a landscape architect for her property,
beginning with a “vision” in her mind. She explained that she told him the “feel” she

wanted, and drew “little sketches on what I want it to look like,” to see if her ideas were

possible. She added that “usually if you pay enough, it’s possible, okay” (Photograph 4.4d).
Neatness was valued across all three socioeconomic brackets.

Dr. Robinson

learned her love of neat and symmetrical beds from her grandmother.—“When I think
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4.4c

Dr. Jackson’s Backyard

4.4d

Dr. Robinson’s Backyard
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about that, she had little flower beds. It was organized; it was not helter-skelter.” Willa
Sue Parson commented on the various car parts, furniture, and piles of debris she saw in

neighbors’ yards: “What I never would do is leave all the junk out in the front of my yard,
you know.. .It’s like some people don’t care, you know, they just walk right on through it,
on in the house and leave it laying there.” She said she always keeps her yard neat and that

she’ll “clean the yard 'fore I’ll clean the house, you know.” Etta Mae Anderson and Fred

Wilson also mentioned cars parked on lawns as being a negative image. Anderson said, “I
don’t like to see a lot of junk and stuff you know, in the yard. ..mostly cars and when

people just throw things out, keep garbage on die front.”

4.5

Function

Respondents across brackets enjoy seeing the results of the efforts they put into
cultivating their gardens, though some enjoy the act of “working” in the garden as much as

they delight in die end product. Lucinda Watson spends all her time in her yard and said,
“That’s what makes me happy. That’s what’s keeping me going, really...Messing with

flowers, you know.” Willa Sue Parson said she “mostly doos the yard for the exercise.. .1
have arthritis, and it’s relaxing.” Gordon Barber also enjoys working in his yard as a form

of exercise: “I work so that I can get the exercise, or I exercise so that I can get the work

done. So they pretty much go hand in hand.”
Respondents of the middle and upper brackets report spending more time
entertaining and relaxing in their yards. Anita Brown and her husband like to host dinner

parties and want their yard to be a “little paradise” for relaxation. She said they liked “the
cozy look...everything is to relax.” Dr. Jackson, who said that gardening was “probably
the only exercise I truly enjoy and will do willingly and regularly,” also likes “to do outdoor

entertaining.” She reported that her friends enjoy seeing her latest garden projects and
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want to take ideas back to their own yards, but “most of them say they’re gonna do it and

don’t.” Dr Jackson uses her yard also to relax, as she explained, “I do sit out there enough
just to get my little quiet space and all.. .just for relaxation.”
Privacy was an issue across socioeconomic brackets, particularly with professionals
who wanted to escape from the stress of their jobs. Anita Brown said she liked her

enclosed property because “I feel like I’m in my own little world behind the fence.” Dr.
Jackson looks at her gardens as somewhere she can “have refuge.” Dr. Robinson depends
on her yard for peace and solitude; she explained that “it gives me the isolation...the

privacy and quiet that I need when I come home at the end of the day.”

4.6

Plant Materials and Meaning

Choice of plant materials at each subject residence was found to be based primarily
on personal preference.

All residences had some evergreen shrubbery, chosen for

hardiness and low maintenance qualities.

Fred Wilson said, “I like plants that’s

evergreen...I generally try to keep my lawn green year round.” Flowers were universally

praised for the beauty and color they bring to the garden. Dr. Jackson likes flowers in pots
because, “I like to be able to change the color out,” so she can have “touches of

flowers...just for splashes of color every now and then.” Vegetables were found from the
lowest income home to the highest; Lucinda Watson said, “I almost could feed myself

outta my yard.” Dr. Robinson has a large vegetable garden on her property, and Etta Mae
Anderson shares the surplus of vegetables from her garden with her neighbors. Several

yards featured desert plants (blooming ones were preferred) which are typical of more

western landscapes and grow well in San Antonio’s dry climate. Fred Wilson, who started

his desert garden after a trip, said he noticed “all the pretty plants in the Mojave Desert or

through Arizona.. .and I brought back a plant once or twice” (Photograph 4.6a).
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Many respondents told of planting some of the same materials used by their
parents or grandparents. Plants mentioned as carried over from family tradition included

vegetables, flowers, and trees. Garden vegetables were remembered fondly as being fresh
and superior to store-bought items.

Etta Mae Anderson and her husband have a

combination his-and-hers garden in which she said she plants “some of the same
vegetables that my parents planted: mustard greens, collard greens, tomatoes, things like
that.” Dr. Jackson learned to enjoy fresh vegetables from her grandmother, who kept a
garden “’cause she had to feed her family.” Dr. Jackson now has a small vegetable garden

alongside her house in which she has a little collard green “tree” (Photograph 4.6b).
Respondents often mentioned flowers in connection with family memories. Willa Sue

Parson reported that “my mother’s family...you know, we like the flowers...we had flower
yards in the country;” so she plants flowers in her yard. Dr. Robinson’s mother and

grandmother were both very fond of flowers, and she plants some of the same flowers they
used.

She explained, “My grandmother always had cannons and I would plant the

cannons. She had the daffodils which reminded me of the first thing that we would see in

the spring, so I do have daffodils that come up.”
Family was also signified by trees: Lucinda Watson said, “We raised a lotta garden,
a lotta fruit trees, and I’m still keeping that tradition today.” Gordon Barber remembered

that when he visited his grandparents, “they would always have these big, giant, massive
magnolia trees,” and he said the magnolia in his yard is to symbolize the remembrance of

his grandparents.
Every respondent had plants that were meaningful as associations between the
plant or tree and a person who is or was significant in their lives. Etta Mae Anderson has a

very large pecan tree in her yard that grew from pecans given to her more than thirty years

4.6a

Fred Wilson’s Cactus

4.6b

Dr. Jackson’s Collard Green “Tree
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ago by one of her first-grade students. She related, “When I look at that tree I think of the

student that gave it to me.. .it does have special emphasis for me because he gave it to me.”
Anita Brown, who planted a tree in honor of a family friend who died, said, that “out of
everything back here, that’s the most, you know, that’s the most precious one.”

Dr.

Jackson always plants the type of chrysanthemums that her grandmother liked “somewhere

just because they remind me of [her].” Dr. Jackson and her boyfriend picked out two
apple trees while on a trip and planted them together in her yard, so she said, “you know,
those have a special meaning.”

All respondents, with the exception of Willa Sue Parson, principally purchased all

of their plants, although across the brackets, respondents reported sometimes acquiring

cuttings from friends or relatives. Parson obtains almost all of her plants from friends, as
she explained, “Well, I got one more neighbor that doos, me and her, that’s who
trades...we swaps.” Fred Wilson preferred to buy plants, and reported that he had “just

about grown out of cuttings,” and would “rather get it with the root and keep growing.”
Several gardeners mentioned the cost of plants as being a factor that keeps them

from being able to improve their yards. Willa Sue Parson said she liked “a lotta pretty
plants that I really don’t know the name of but if I could afford them, you know, I’d go to
the nursery and buy them, you know.” Fred Wilson would like to have flower beds to

change out every season, “just every year just, every season, just take them and rework it
and put that season plants in and just constantly change it,” but said that “plants and a

good lawn is very expensive.”

4.7

Objects

Objects such as plant stands, tables, benches, multiple pots, barrels, birdbaths and

other decorative items were present at all subject homes, though in much greater numbers
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among respondents of the lower socioeconomic bracket.

All three lower-bracket

respondents and two of the middle-bracket respondents had more of an abundance of
“stuff” everywhere (Photographs 4.7a and 4.7b). Their yards were very busy with pots on

tiered stands, multiple containers of newly rooted plants lined up along the house, pots

sitting on tables, and decorative items such as birdhouses and wind chimes (Photographs

4.7c and 4.7d).

Willa Sue Parson has transformed an old barbecue, a mailbox, and a wheelbarrow
into delightful planters (Photographs 4.7e, 4.7f, and 4.7g), and an old scale has become a
hanging pot. The mailbox was turned into a planter for practical reasons: people in her

neighborhood will steal from mailboxes, so she installed a wall mailbox beside her door

and planted a small flower in the opening of her “old” mailbox.

At first, substitute

mailmen continued to put mail in her “old” free-standing mailbox.. She recounted that a

paycheck was lost for more than a month; then she “went to water the flower and there

was the check!” Looking for a solution, she said she thought, “If I put a bigger flower in

there, you know, they would know it wasn’t a mailbox.”
Anita Brown’s yard features birdhouses, candles, wind chimes, little signs, and an

old chimney that she painted to go in a comer. She looks at home and garden magazines
and has a unique opinion of the decoration of a yard: “It’s like decorating your inside of

your home, but decorating the outside. Same methods, you know.”
To save money, respondents from the lower bracket obtain used pots and other
items to display plants in their yards. Willa Sue Parson adapted an old “pole lamp” that she

took apart, using as hanging planters the metal fittings that would have held the globes;
she has displayed these lamp planters alongside a garage in her yard (Photograph 4.7h).

She said, “I didn’t want to throw them away.. .You take diem off the pole and then you
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put your little wire on them just like you do a bucket and then you hang them up.” Parson

said, “Everybody say I’m cheap, “but If I can find an old pot or something I just paint and
try to make it match the other.” She said that “’Least mine grow better in old buckets than

they do in them new pots you buy, you know, eight, nine dollars for a pot.” She prefers

instead to use, “different.. .old timey water buckets and things like that” that other people
may be discarding. Lucinda Watson saves money too: “Sometime I buy used pots so they
won’t be so expensive.”

None of the respondents reported any conscious meaning behind objects and

decorative items in their yards. Fred Wilson, who has Mexican figurines in his desert
garden (Photograph 4.7i) said, “It seem like that ethnic group have no problem with you

putting a Mexican out there asleep or a donkey.” He doesn’t particularly like the figurines
or decorations in his yard: He said that his wife “junk it up with all kinds of signs and
things. That’s why she won’t stop, too many people told her they were cute” (Photograph

4.7j). Dr. Robinson, from the upper bracket, had very few decorative items, explaining that
she just doesn’t like “hardware.”

4.8

Swept Yard

Only one of the nine respondents was unaware of'the “swept yard,” and six of the

nine either had a swept yard themselves while they were growing up or spent time in the
swept yard of a close relative.

Willa Sue Parson said, “We grew up with a dirt yard

too...and you got to keep them clean, you know, you got to keep all that sweeped up.”
Lucinda Watson explained that “In the country it was in those days, you know, we just

didn’t have carpet grass and you know.. .we would take something and sweep, just have a

clean yard, you know.” Anita Brown remembered having a “beautiful little square dirt yard
to play in; we took turns every week sweeping it, and we played in it. It was really good for
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Iaictnda Watson’s Backyard

.Anita Brown’s Backyard

4.7c

Dottie Lawrence’s Plant Stand

4.7d

Anita Brown’s Decoration
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4.7g

4.7h

Willa Sue Parson’s Wheelbarrow Planter

Willa Sue Parson’s “Pole Lamp” Hanging Planters
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4.7i

4.7j

Fred Wilson’s Mexican Figurine

Fred Wilson’s Yard Sign
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playing marbles.” Dr. Robinson remembered that her grandmother had a swept yard. She
explained that her grandmother kept it “clean all the time and she did sweep it twice a day.”

4.9

African and African-American Heritage

Perhaps because respondents are so far removed in time from direct African
connections, only two gardeners offered specific examples when asked whether anything in
their yards could have been influenced by African heritage. Both Lucinda Watson and

Anita Brown made references to a jungle: Watson said that her yard was “kind of a jungle,
you know, like all kind of plants and flowers to me reverts back to maybe Africa.” Brown

thought the vines along her fences made her yard “kinda like a little jungle back here.”

Watson also said she would imagine that “gardening, and being, you know, out with
nature.. .probably stemmed from Africa, I don’t know.”
All other respondents felt no connection of their gardening to Africa but did agree

(with the exception of Gordon Barber) that their African-American family heritage

influenced them in their planting, particularly in the category of edible materials. Etta Mae
Anderson said, “African-Americans eat mustard green, collard green...and they like sweet

potatoes, we like sweet potatoes.” Dr. Robinson told about her grandmother’s vegetable

garden that could “feed ten children’s families.” It was a tradition in her family every
Sunday for all the children and their families to go out to her grandmother’s garden and
pick vegetables. Because of this tradition, Dr. Robinson has a vegetable garden on her

property today. Fred Wilson connected trimming techniques and habits to family by saying
that “some of the things that you do as far as grooming the yard maybe is hereditary,” but

he didn’t think his yard had any influence from earlier African-American ideas.

He said,

“In my youngest days a front yard was of very little value,” and that a nice yard was not a

priority in African-American neighborhoods at that time.
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Across the bracket groups respondents named several plant materials as being
associated with family or African-American traditions. These materials included ivy, roses,

zinnias, and peach trees. All except one respondent either had or mentioned ivy. Fred
Wilson said, “Ivy’s been something that most black people always had around was be ivy.”
Zinnias were mentioned several times because they could be propagated from the saved

seeds from the previous year. Dr. Robinson liked zinnias “basically ‘cause they’re hardy

plants and they remind me of my childhood;” her mother planted zinnias every year.

According to Fred Wilson, rose gardens were favorites because “I think most black people
grow roses because as they would visit one another they would see a rose that they like, and

it was real easy...you could always take a cutting and go transplant it.” Four of the nine

respondents specifically mentioned peach trees. Willa Sue Parson said, “And when we
lived in the country we had peach trees, and every, all kind of fruit trees out in the
country.”
4.10

Self-Comparisons

Four of the respondents said there was absolutely no difference among the

gardening practices of African-Americans, Whites, and Hispanics in San Antonio. These

respondents, like Anita Brown, felt that “people are people, and you have people that don’t
care about their homes in all races and you have people that care about their home.”

Gordon Barber argued very strongly that there was no difference and said, “I don’t think
there’s any bearing at all [on race]; I think it’s just the bearing on that person.” He didn’t

think that you “can drive through a neighborhood and say, ‘Well, an African-American

Eves here,’ or ‘An Anglo lives here.’” Willa Sue Parson commented that “it’s no different
and some of them [whites] like flowers, some of them likes to stay in they yard and some

of them don’t. That’s in every race, you know.”
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Of the respondents who thought that distinct differences do exist among the three
cultures, several offered their perceptions about whites: Dottie Lawrence said, “Oh yes,
there’s a difference. In the white people yard, their lawns are beautiful.” Fred Wilson

agreed: “I think the American Caucasians, the white people do, and I take my hat off to
them, they have some of the prettiest lawns money can buy.” Lucinda Watson thought

that white people had many trees in their yards, and that black people cut their trees back

so they could see their houses. Dr. Jackson believes that the white people and what she
calls “middle-class blacks” whom she knows “don’t want to fool with getting their hands

dirty,” preferring to pay someone to take care of their yards.

Four of the respondents associated Hispanic cultures with flowers, bright colors,

and ornamentation. Fred Wilson said that Hispanic people grow mostly “desert plants and
cactuses,” not the “tropical plants, garden of Eden plants like the Anglos do.” Dottie

Lawrence said of the Hispanic people, “.. .certain colors of things that they like, you know,
real loud, you know.. .like Easter color houses.” Dr. Robinson correlates Hispanic yards

with ornamentation (primarily in the lower socioeconomic groups) and reported that she
sees more “metal and design and pieces. I guess it’s more decorative things in the Hispanic

neighborhood.” She also said of the Hispanics, that “probably part of the culture is the
brighter colors...the purples and the pinks and stuff on the houses...and some of the

ornate, the little figurines, things that are used.” Dr. Jackson agreed with the Hispanic

ornamentation association and said, “the Hispanics

seem to Eke a lot more

ornamentation.. .they’ll shop all day at flea markets and get ornaments and they spend
more time on the decorations, as much as they do on die growing and that kind of thing.”

In contrast, she reported that black people, “for whatever reason, tend to Eke more
stonework or things that are, you know, once it’s out there, it’s just done.”
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4.11

Motivation

Though the direct question of “What motivates you to keep up your yard and
garden?” was not asked, many different reasons (more than one for each person) became
evident during the interviews. Several respondents simply enjoyed the act of gardening.
Willa Sue Parson, who didn’t know the name of many of the things she planted but loved

her yard, said, “You know, they just plain old flowers.” When she started getting social
security checks last year she told herself, “I’m gonna stay at home and do some of the

things I wanna do. You know, I just love the yard.” Dr. Jackson loses time while in her
garden: “I’ll work in the yard all day; I don’t try to factor how many calories it’s gonna
bum.” Several gardeners across all three brackets said they like “digging” in their yards.

Lucinda Watson likes to be outside “with nature, you know, digging in the ground.” Etta

Mae Anderson, who has flowers, shrubs, many potted plants, and a vegetable garden,

reported that she most enjoys, “digging and setting out plants and watching them grow.”
Dr. Robinson said her “big part is sitting and what I call ‘piddling around’ out there—
doing, picking weeds or planting a little something and messing with the things out there
and trimming.” Dr. Jackson, who plants most of her own things, said, “I enjoy the digging
and I don’t mind weeding at all; in fact the weeding, I’m real fussy about.”

Respondents also gardened because they liked to see the results of their work. Dr.
Robinson likes that she can plant something, water it, and have a nice result; she enjoys
the “satisfaction that I get from watching something grow without me having to do a

whole bunch of serious thinking about it.. .It’s probably the opposite of what I have to do
everyday.” Dr. Jackson enjoys her flowers blooming: “I just enjoy just seeing the new
growth. The growth process has always fascinated me.” Cactus blooms are a favorite for
Fred Wilson, who said, “They all bloom. It’s kind of amazing to see them bloom.”
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Religion as a motivation was mentioned by only one respondent, Lucinda Watson,

who said that she finds serenity in her garden.

She explained she found that “peace,

and.. .a closeness to God is right in my yard, in my flowers. And I can meditate and I can

concentrate and everything and just be right at home with God really.”

Three other interesting ideas that were expressed as motivation were that having a
garden is an unusual diversion; that the appearance of your yard is what you are judged by;
and that a garden is for the people who visit your home. Dr. Jackson said that most of her

friends don’t like to “get their hands dirty—let alone sweat,” so she believes her gardening
is “a unique diversion.. .that I enjoyed, so it was very atypical.” Fred Wilson said, “It seem

to be that a house is kind of judged, evaluated by the appearance, and the yard carries a lot

of weight on the appearance of the home in the front” Anita Brown said she and her
husband work very hard in the yard—not just for themselves: “We do it for when friends
come, they feel relaxed.. .they can sit up there and have their drinks up there.. -you know,

it’s real cute.”

Chapter 5
5.1

Synthesis and Conclusions

Attitudes and Perceptions
5.1a

Emotional Investment

The attitudes and feelings of respondent gardeners in this study were very similar to
those of Grampp’s “expressionist gardeners,” (183) who put emotion and creativity into

their gardens and felt rewarded by the act of making their own space. Lucinda Watson, for
example, said that whenever she’s home, “I’m out there, you know.”

Grampp’s

expressionist gardeners were always changing their yards, like Willa Sue Parson who most

enjoys the “’arranging [of her plants], making different things, you know...always trying

something different, you know.”

An emotional investment was evident with all nine

respondents, who felt their yard and gardens were a part of them. Dottie Lawrence said
she was “uplifted” and felt healthy after working in her garden—“I can go out there and
work and I come inside and I wanna turn the house upside down, just keep on doing
something, you know.”

5.1b

Nostalgia

For some of the respondent gardeners, the emotional connection to gardening

satisfied a desire for nostalgia. Dr. Robinson said, “I just have memories associated with
plants,” so she grows flowers that remind her of her roots. She explained, “It brings me
back to home and so I like those flowers better than some of the more...sophisticated

plants.”

Willa Sue Parson has the deepest emotional relationship with her garden,

preferring (because she lives alone) to think of her plants as her family. She takes care of
them “just Eke you do children—you hafta be out there in the morning and then a lotta

days you come home, you don’t feel like watering and then you look out there and they

drooped, and then you jump up, run out there and give 'em some water.”
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5.1c

Self-Worth and Image

Respondent gardeners associated their yards with their self-worth and their social

standing on their block, within their neighborhood, and in the community-at-large, as

detailed by J.B. Jackson’s claim (Landscapes 147) that we depend on our fellow mans
reaction to our existence to reassure ourselves of our position in society. Anita Brown was

very concerned about her perception that she was judged by neighbors for the color of her
skin; she felt neighbors were saying, “the ghetto folks has moved in the neighborhood.”

Determined to “prove them wrong,” Brown has tried to have one of the best lawns in the
area. She discussed at length what she called a “misconception people have about African-

Americans:” that they don’t keep or try to keep nice properties. Brown attributes this
attitude to the amount of money spent on one’s home and garden: she says, of African-

Americans as a whole, “If we had more money, we could fix our homes a lot better...if

you have money.. .you’re not gonna reflect poverty.”
5. Id

Flexibility and Improvisation

Similar to the argument made by J.B. Jackson (‘Tast” 12) that vernacular gardeners

accept change and adapt quickly, respondent gardeners in this study related ideas of
flexibility and improvisation.

Dr. Robinson said her backyard garden had no formal

design; instead it was “working and changing, and I don’t mind changing and redoing if
something doesn’t work, so it’s actually no real art to it.” Several other gardeners told of

their “trial and error” methods of gardening, trying plants in different locations with
different sun exposure and watering requirements, learning from and adapting to changes.

This willingness to adapt and improvise ties into Thomas Fowler’s contention that AfricanAmerican landscapes, like African-American quilts, may have an ostensibly random form
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like a collage but are in reality a series of changes made such that all the parts of a whole
may work together.

5.1e

Pride of Ownership

All the respondent gardeners, as those interviewed by Richard Westmacott, were

proud of their homes and their properties, taking pleasure in the fact that they had

autonomy over their yards and enjoying the results of their efforts. Every respondent
related feelings of satisfaction with the way their yards were arranged and pride in the

outward image shown to others. As reported by Denyer, showing pride in one’s property
and impressing outsiders through decoration was traditional in African society.
Respondent gardeners in San Antonio as exemplified by Anita Brown use decoration,

albeit not of traditional African motifs, to beautify their gardens and show their pride in

their yards (Photograph 5.1e).
5.1f

Sacred Earth

From the dearth of comments on reEgious connections to gardening, it appears
that unlike traditional African tribes that hold the earth sacred for religious reasons, most

respondent gardeners only felt a sense of great appreciation for living things and for the

miracle of nature and growth processes. When asked about African connections, Lucinda
Watson, the one respondent who mentioned her gardening as a connection to God, said

that being “lovers of the earth and lovers of the outside” could have come from African

ancestry.
5.1g

Self-Portrait

Four of the nine respondents felt that there was absolutely no defining African-

American cultural difference setting them apart from other gardeners.

Yet, most

respondents were quick to name characteristics of other cultures that set them apart from
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Brown Residence

Willa Sue Parson’s Swept Pathways
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African-Americans.

Fred Wilson said he believed that “African-Americans is more

‘Americanized’ than Hispanics in growing lawns.” It seemed that the respondents were,

for the most part, of the mind that their gardening practices weren’t distinct—only that
other cultures were.

5.2

Physical Evidence
5.2a

Swept Yard

The “swept yard” is still strong today in the memories of respondent gardeners and

in the existing yard of one residence. Like the yard from Brown’s study that was swept
into special herringbone patterns on Christmas Eve and Easter, Dr. Robinson remembers

that her grandmother “would have little circles and stuff’ swept into her yard. Willa Sue
Parson, though she didn’t acknowledge it directly, had a stylized version of the swept yard
behind her house. She filled in her backyard with “free dirt” from the city when they
demolished a street in her neighborhood. She used the fine limestone gravel to cover her
walkways and sweeps the leaves off her “dirt” paths regularly, always keeping them clean:
“You just sweep the leaves up and that’s it” (Photograph 5.2a).

5.2b

Plants Materials

Findings include a list of commonly owned or discussed plant materials such as ivy,
roses, zinnias, and peach trees. As in both Westmacott’s and Alomar’s studies, evidence

revealed plants being placed and valued as individuals, often plants of special meaning with
personal connections and stories. Primary examples of individually prized plants in the

study were trees and potted materials. Lydia Pulsipher (qtd. in Westmacott 14) found that
in traditional African houseyards, nearly all plants were useful as well as ornamental.
Several subject gardeners in the study did have plants that met this criterion: fruit trees,

blooming prickly-pear cactuses, pepper bushes that bore small red cooking peppers, and
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Aloe Vera plants. Common vegetable choices (mustard and collard greens) also linked
gardeners to one another and to the African-American culture.
5.2c

Objects

In contrast to other studies (Westmacott, Brown), the findings of this study did not
show among respondent gardeners an abundant use of many recycled objects as containers
or use of old furniture and car parts placed around the properties for decoration, display,
or spiritual meaning. Other properties were noticed in San Antonio, however, with car

parts, construction debris, and appliances in die yards, primarily in the lower
socioeconomic neighborhoods of Census Tract 1308.

These residences were not chosen

for the study because they did not have, other than the “found” objects listed, plant
materials that were very apparent. Those homeowners in this tract who did have some

plants along with their “found” objects did not appear to take care of or pride in them.
Respondent gardeners (primarily in the lower and middle socioeconomic brackets)

did use some objects in interesting ways.

Examples of innovation and inventiveness

include Willa Sue Parson’s barbecue planter, mailbox, and her “throw-away” buckets,

wheel rims, and wheelbarrow planters (Photograph 5.2cl). Creative use of objects is also
evident in Dottie Lawrence’s combination barbecue/plant table (Photograph 5.2c2), and

Lucinda Watson’s plant shelves (Photograph 5.2c3). Etta Mae Anderson uses a “starter
barrel” (Photograph 5.2c4) to root new plants and has buckets and a fish tank planter

behind her house.
Other objects found were Fred Wilson’s signs (placed by his wife), Willa Sue
Parson’s combination birdbath/planter (Photograph 5.2c5), and Etta Mae Anderson’s

multiple potted plants (Photograph 5.2c6). Subject gardeners in the upper socioeconomic

bracket had decorative items in their yards, but in small numbers, and ■fire objects were
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5.2c1

5.2c2

Willa Sue Parson’s Planters

Dottie Lawrence’s Barbecue/Plant Table

5.2c3

Lucinda Watson ’s Plant Shelves

5.2c4

Etta Mae Anderson ’s “ Starter Barrel'
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5.2c7

5.2d

Dr. Jackson’s Garden Bench

Dr. Jackson’s Footpath
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usually garden ornaments and furniture, fountains, or birdbaths specifically manufactured

for a garden environment (Photograph 5.2c7).

5.2d

Edged Pathways

Edged pathways were not prominent among subject gardeners, occurring at only

two residences. Willa Sue Parson’s swept dirt walks were lined with neat rows of monkey

grass that wound through her backyard, and one section of Dr. Jackson’s footpaths were

lined by rounded rocks (Photograph 5.2d). Examples of colored bottle and silk flowerlined pathways similar to those noted in Westmacott’s research were noticed in Census

Tract 1308. These residences were not included in the study because they appeared to
have little else to offer in terms of plant material or other yard considerations.

5.3

Objective Discoveries

5.3a

African-American Vernacular

The first objective of this research was to identify the existence of an African-

American garden vernacular and related elements in San Antonio, Texas. A “vernacular”

garden, as defined in Section 2.8, deals with using local materials and displaying common
customs and showing adaptation. Respondent homes had items that could be construed as
vernacular; many are discussed in section 5.2c concerning objects. For example, Etta Mae

Anderson’s “starter barrel” and Willa Sue Parson’s barbecue and wheelbarrow are

innovative uses of materials-at-hand.

Possible African-American vernacular garden

practices would include the growing of typically African-American foodstuffs, which was
found several of the subject homes, and the sweeping of the yard, which was discovered in

an active state at only one residence. There did not appear to be a distinctive form that
could be named as an African-American garden vernacular in San Antonio; there were
only small hints toward a common culture.
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5.3b

Recurrence

Objective two was to identify recurring examples of cultural sentiment and/or
elements and their related forms or translations in African-American residential yards and

gardens in San Antonio today. The recurring sentiments found by the study were those of

emotional investment, nostalgia, self-worth, flexibility and pride of ownership.

These

beliefs have manifested themselves in the form of the evident care that respondent
gardeners take in maintaining their properties. Physical examples or elements of these

sentiments reveal themselves in the choice of plant materials (green shrubbery and colored

flowers to enhance a property) and the addition of ornamentation (signs, plant stands,
benches) to improve the appearance of a yard. The research did not uncover any overtly

distinctive recurring elements that could be excluded from any other race than that of the
African-American.
5.3c

Heritage Connections

The third objective was to leam how an African-American cultural heritage affects
the design or arrangement of a property. Respondents reported family influence reflected
in choices of plants used and edible materials grown. Subject gardeners all practiced similar

gardening techniques to, and kept certain plants like, their parents and grandparents. Study

results did not conclude that there is an identifiable arrangement or design that is particular

to the African-American population.

5.3d

Meanings

Objective four was to explore the current meanings and intentions of modem
African-American people in San Antonio to leam why they made certain choices in their
living environments. The gardens of respondents hold personal meaning for them alone,
rich with family associations and sentimentality. Motivations ranged from the joy derived
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from working outdoors to seeing reactions on guests’ faces when they arrive in your yard.

Respondent gardeners, for the most part however, gardened because they enjoyed the act

of gardening and observing the final product—particularly watching new growth, eating

fresh vegetables, and the witnessing of their yards becoming more attractive because of
their efforts.

The research did not reveal any hidden meanings or intentions among

respondent gardeners, who instead appeared simply to take pleasure from gardening, as

Willa Sue Parson, because it makes her just “feel better.”

5.4

Summary and Implications

The purpose of this study was to learn about African-American cultural gardening

practices—to determine if, as in other cultures such as Japanese and Egyptian, ethnically-

based elements and/or arrangements could be identified. The research examined the yards
and gardens of African-Americans in urban and suburban areas to learn if, as in previous

studies of rural African-American properties, cultural commonalties could be traced to
African roots or be understood as typically African-American ideals. The study sought to

determine if physical elements recurring in black residential properties could be considered
distinct to the African-American population.

Would these elements be recognizable

and/or meaningful, and would they enable an outsider to determine that a property was
owned by an African-American family?

The added challenge resulted from crossing

socioeconomic brackets and levels of segregation (degrees of racial/cultural mixing) in

search of these common ideals and elements.

Intangible commonalties discovered in the study across socioeconomic brackets
included emotional investments and a pride of ownership in the yard, a connection to

family traditions and die love of gardening (flowers in particular), and a sense of personal
identity and projected image in the community. The research does not allow conclusion
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that these attitudes are traceable to African beliefs or are limited to the African-American

population; research into practices of white or Hispanic gardeners would possibly result in

similar findings.
Commonalties of physical elements across socioeconomic brackets were limited to
plant materials and were not intimately tied to meanings other than personal sentiment.

The research resulted in finding a few vegetable and flower choices that did appear to

represent typically African-American preferences. Additional elements, such as the swept
yard (presently in existence), objects-as-planters, and an abundance of potted plants and
decorative items (which were also discovered to be void of cultural or spiritual meanings)

were restricted primarily to gardeners in the lower socioeconomic bracket. The research
revealed only the swept yard to have probable direct ties to Africa and apparently to be a

typically African-American practice but did not conclusively eliminate the swept yard from
other cultures.

The limiting of these physical characteristics (“found” objects and multiple potted
plants) to the lower income bracket paralleling Westmacott’s rural study is highlighted by

the fact that all three respondents in the lower bracket grew up in the country, while

respondents from the upper bracket, whose gardening did not have these elements, grew

up in the city. The lower bracket respondents had no experience with the concept of
recognized design practices, while upper bracket respondents all had an understanding of
design and considered the interconnected design of their entire properties. If the study had

been limited to the lower socioeconomic bracket, with gardeners living only in primarily

African-American neighborhoods, more physical examples may have been found with
similarities to Westmacott’s findings. The research appears to indicate that that the lack of

object-as-planters and decoration in the middle and upper brackets was not a denial of
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heritage but a product of finance and taste sophistication. The study revealed that even in

the lower bracket neighborhoods where object similarities existed, a Hispanic neighbor
owned or used a comparable object. Conclusive identification of a property as African-

American, Hispanic, or Anglo would not appear to be possible from observing the outward
appearance of a yard.
Expectations were that die research would uncover direct and identifiable elements

and ideas that would be undeniably African-American. Previous studies have named such

elements and, in limited cases (Gundaker, “African” and “Tradition”), uncovered “secret”

meanings tied to African ancestry. The studying of interview transcripts in comparison to
one another allowed for parallel connections to be made among gardeners; respondents in

San Antonio weren’t consciously aware that they were practicing or exhibiting AfricanAmerican gardening ideals—but it cannot be overlooked that all subject gardeners had

remarkable similar plant materials, objects, gardening practices, and views about their

properties. Are these commonalties distinctive to the African-American population? A
parallel study would have to be conducted to exclude other cultures from sharing these
same characteristics.

The traditions lie in the remembrances of living gardeners—a.

grandmother’s swept yard or fresh collard greens; the translations are personal and unique

to each gardener—daffodils planted in a certain spot every year or walkways lined with

river rocks. The African-American culture is rich in history, both in turmoil and triumph:
perhaps in subtle ways the gardens in this study are reminiscent of where their owners have

been, and are prescient of their positive future journeys.
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Consent Form
Study Title:

African-American Garden Culture: A Study of Tradition and Translation

Performance Site:

Personal Home of the Subject

Investigator:

Sally Akers Joachim, graduate student of Landscape Architecture,
available for questions about this study at 210-403-9862 from
6:00pm to 10:00pm.

Purpose of the Study:

The purpose of this research is to study the ways in which an AfricanAmerican person’s heritage and culture has affected the design or
arrangement of his or her living environment (their yard and/or garden
space), and to learn about the attitudes and perceptions concerning this
space.

Subject Inclusion:

African-American residents of San Antonio between the ages of 18 and
85 who own representative examples of residential gardens and has been
involved in personal gardening a minimum of ten years.

Number of Subjects:

Eight

Study Procedures:

The research will involve recorded interview with the Subject that will
last approximately one hour and will include open-ended questions
about the Respondent’s yard and/or garden space—their feelings about
the area and why they chose to design it the way they have. The
interview will also include questions about the Subject’s heritage and
culture and any connection they might have to the garden design.

Benefits:

Subjects will be entered into a drawing for a chance to win a tree or
plant for their yard; value approximately $40.00. The research will also
lend insight into cultural influences in the personal living environment
of African-Americans.

Risks/Discomforts:

There are no risks associated with this study.

Right to Refuse:

Participation in the study is voluntary and the Subject may refuse to
answer any question or stop the interview at any point withdraw without
penalty or being deprived of any benefit to which they may otherwise be
entitled.

Privacy:

Participation in the study will remain confidential, with the identity of
the Subject being known only to the Investigator, who will assign a false
name to each respondent The tape-recorded interviews will not
identify the Subjects, and only false names will be published in the
study.

Financial Information:

There will not be any cost to the Subjects associated with this study.

Signatures:

The study has been discussed with me and all my questions have been
answered. I may direct additional questions regarding study specifics to
the investigators. If I have questions about subjects' rights or other
concerns, I can contact Charles E. Graham, Chairman, Institutional
Review Board, (225) 388-1492. I agree to participate in the study
described above and acknowledge the investigator’s obligation to
provide me with a signed copy of this consent form.

Signature of Subject:

Date:

Appendix B
Questionnaire
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Questionnaire
Script: “I am trying to learn about how a person’s cultural heritage affects the way they
arrange or design their living environment. There has been some study about rural
African-American yard and garden design, and I am hoping to add to that study by looking
at more urban and suburban settings here in San Antonio. In an effort to understand the
connection between culture and one’s surroundings, I will be asking you some questions
about your yard or garden and the outdoor space around your home and your views and
attitudes concerning that space.”
Impact and Background:
1.
What is your age?
2.
What is/was your occupation?
3.
Did you grow up in the country or in the city?
4.
When you hear the word “garden,” what does it make you think of?
5.
When you hear the work “yard,” what does it make you think of?
6.
How long have you kept up a yard or garden?* Could you tell me about that?
7.
How do you define your front yard versus your backyard—how do their characters
differ and what do they mean to you?

Heritage:
“I’d like us to talk about your African-American cultural heritage and your traditions.”
1.
Can you tell me some of the ways your family heritage has influenced how you
chose the arrangement of your yard or garden?
2.
Can you tell me if your parents or grandparents do/did things that represent your
family history? Others?
3.
What things about your yard or garden have you done that are like what your
parents do/did? What things have you chosen not to do? Why?
4.
Are there any things in your yard or garden that may be examples of an African or
African-American cultural tradition?* Tell me about that.

Care and Maintenance:
1.
Let’s talk about the work and care of your yard or garden.

Activities:
1.
Now let’s talk about how the yard or garden is used. Tell me how you use your
yard. {Sit? Play? Work? Exercise? Entertain guests?}
2.
What do you most enjoy about your yard or garden?
3.
What do you not like about how the space is used? Why?
Plant Materials:
1.
What kinds of plants do you grow in your yard? {Fruits? Vegetables? Herbs?
Flowers?*} Tell me about your favorites.
2.
Where did you get most of your plants? {Purchase? Exchange? Gifts? Cuttings?*}
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Presence:
1.
"Do any of your plants have special meaning for you?* Can you tell me about some
of them?
2.
Let’ talk about how you decide to arrange or place your plants.* Does your
yard/garden have any overall idea or theme? How do you arrange other items in
the yard or garden?
3.
What are your views about having smooth green lawn space? Are you aware of the
“swept lawn?”
4.
{If there are sitting areas, pathways, decorative objects) Tell me about them.
Where? Why?
5.
{If fence visible) I see you fence your yard. Could you tell me about that?
6.
I would like to know about your perceptions—what you think about possible
differences among cultures. Can you tell me if you see some differences in what
African-Americans do in their yard or garden versus what White or Hispanic do in
theirs? Can you explain?
7.
Tell me about some of the things other people do in their yards that you would like
to do and some of the things that you would never consider doing.

1.

Have you thought of anything else you’d like to say about your garden that we
haven’t covered?

* = Questions taken directly or paraphrased from African-American Gardens and Yards in
the Rural South by Richard Westmacott, Appendix 1, pages 125-126.

Appendix C
Sample Interview Transcript
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Sample Interview Transcript
Willa Sue Parson
Pre-Interview Notes:
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

“But don’t ask me the name. I don’t know the name a plants. That’s so silly, I oughta buy me a book,
you know, so I can tell the name a evruhthan'.”
She has aspidistra, fems, monkey grass, various green plants—rocks all over in back with trails for
walking around.
She has lots of pots—hanging things, all painted black to match—very’ quaint.
“Sometime I go downtown an* I don’t be here.”

She has these hanging “pots” that are from a “pole lamp” {I suppose she means a wrought iron lantern
with multiple lighting fixtures.} “I didn’t throw them away. The rest of 'em {her hanging pots} are
cook pots an’ buckets.”
“See, we swaps plants.”
“They supposed to be a tree but they blooms.” {The ornamental shrubs along left side of house}
“I think that’s what give me a headache—those kids smoke the marijuana.”
This is that runnin’ leaf ivry an it got to runnin’ up the tree fuh ten years.”

Interview:
I: “What is your age?”
R:
"I be 71 in November.”
I: “What is/was your occupation?”
R:
“Uh, I did uh, I still work two half a days a week. Uh, maid. Umm hmm.”
I; “Did you grow up in the country or the city?”
R;
“Uh, I growed up in the country. Uh, Beasley, Texas. You don’t know where, that’s between
Houston an’ here an’ Houston. Been in San Antonio ever since ’54.”
I: “When you hear the word ‘garden,’ what does it make you think of?”
R:
“Uh, that’s why I don’t go to work evruhday, you know, I worked all my life an’ when I got 70 an’
started my you know social security, I said, ‘I ‘on stay at home an do some o’ the things I wanna do.
You know, I just love the yard. Uh huh. The yard.”
I: “What do you think of when you hear the word ‘yard’? Is it different than when you hear the word
‘garden’?”
R:
“Yeah because um I don’t never raise, I don’t never raise a garden. You know, it’s just, in the yard.
I don’t never raise the vegetable n something like that. No, it’s just the yard, you know.”
I: “How long have you kept up a yard?”
R:
“Eva since I been here. ’64.”
I: “And why do you do that?”
R:
“It’s relaxin’. I have arfhiritus, an’ it’s relaxin’.
I: “How do you define your front yard and your backyard. How are they different from each other and what
do they mean?”
R;
“Well, uh, the first, fuh the last two years I been tryin’ to figure out to plant evruhthan’ that the sun
don’t bum up, you know. Uh, fuh a couple years the whole front would bum up because you know
I had the wrong plants there an’ it would just, the sun just bums 'em up. Just like the monkey grass,
see how bad it looks? The sun doos that to it It’s real purty in the winter. An’ in the spring ifs real
purty. But when it get hot, it turns brown you know, an is nothin’ you can do about it.”
I: “What about die backyard?”
R;
“The back stays pretty green ‘cause the shade trees back there.”
I: “So you define the difference by the sun?”
R:
“Uh huh. By the sun. Uh hmm. Because you know the sun, some plants the sun don’t bum. An’
thaf s what you gotta figure out, you know, where to put 'em, if you want.. .See I used to have those
alandas {she says they’re something like lilies} all around the house, but the sun burnt 'em up, all
along this side, an’ when they turn brown they look so ugly. So then I had to study out something
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that.. .50, you know, you just watering something full nothing you know. An’ then uh you have to
find something, most of the plants I got, they’re.. .You know the neighbuhs we, you know diffrunt
plants we trade an’ sometime they don’t know the name an’ I don’t know the name but we plant
’em, an’ they do good in the summer. Then, you know, we leave, you know we plant, leave 'em
there.”
I: “Can you tell me some of the ways your family heritage has influenced how you chose the arrangement of
your yard?”
R
“No, because urn, my muthuh, all my fam—my muthuh’s family, all of us like the yard, you know
we like the flowuhs. We all, we used to all live in the country, but we had flowuh yards in the
country you know. An’ uh, my sis—older sistuh, she’s dead now. She like plants more than I do
you know cause she, but she knew the name of 'em ‘cause she buy books, you know with the name
of 'em, an’ she could tell you the name of evruhthan’ she had. An’ she had beautiful plants an’ a
beautiful yard. But me, I just get 'em from neighbuhs, you know an’ they give me diffrunt plants an’
I plant 'em an they grow good an I just keep growin’ with the things that grow in the summertime.”
I: “Do you think you like plants and things because your family did?”
R
“I don’t know. I just like 'em. I, the whole, my whole family, all my sistuhs, uh, all of us like
flowuhs, you know all of us was always out in the yard. We always planted plants so it’s, it might a
be a a sompin’ I don’t know, but we all like plants, all of us.”
I: “Can you tell me if your parents or grandparents did things that represent your family history?”
R
“I don’t know, ‘cause I didn’t know my my muthuh’s parents, I didn’t know them an’ I didn’t know
my dad’s parents you know ‘cause they was all dead you know, an’ I was young. An’ uh, my my
muthuh was lots younger than my fathuh. So I never did know none of his—I know him but I
didn’t know none of his people. An’ I didn’t know, I know one o’ two uncles but they all dead, they
all old, see I ‘m 71 you know they hafta be... {laugh} way up there. An’ um I don’t know whether
they, I guess they all did though because they all live in the country. You know, most all country
people like uh, to grow things. If it’s not a garden it’s flowuhs o’ sompin’.”
I: “What things about your yard have you done that are like what your mom did?”
R
“Hmmm. None. No. Because uh, you se I’m al—I’m always tryin’ to arrange somethin’ you know
like die round monkey grass.”
I: “How did you think of that?’
R
“Well, that just come natural you know I just, that was that what looked purty an what didn’t you
know. An’ you know an it’s the fact about it, you know how that monkey grass started? It’s about
eleven year—twelve years old now. It started from a litde round bunch an it just kept growin’ an
just kept growin’ an den I started it in the back, an’ the city was diggin’ up die street, so they, if
anybody wanted the dirt, they would give it to 'em, you know, they’s a lot o’ cement, you know that
powder stuff in there. I don’t know what it.. .an it just started off growin’ just like that, an’ it’s been
growin’, it’s been doin’ good ever since.”
I: “Are there any things in your yard or your garden that may be examples of and African or AfricanAmerican cultural heritage?’
R
"Uh, not, no, I don’t think. I don’t think, you know evruhthan’ here, you know uh, I just plant it an’
it grows an’ then I arrange it around, all the way around, you know. Just like the monkey grass that
just, I just started that an’ I don’t know if people, an’ I don’t know what make me start it you know
I just start it. It was just growin’ so fast I didn’t know what to do with it so I just started you know
makin’ round holes an all, you know an all this because it’s all around the house I guess you noticed.
It’s all around the house but the faster you dig it up the mo’ it grow, so...”
I: “How do you decide the shape?’
R
“Well, when I started that, it wasn’t like it is now an’ I started plantin’ a little bunch here, litde bunch
there, an then it started growin’ together an that’s the way it started you know.”
I: “I want to talk about the work and care of your yard. Who takes care of it, and how do you work it?’
R
“I do it all myself. I dig up evruhthan’.”
I: “Now let’s talk about how your garden and your yard is used. Some categories could be sit, work, play,
exercise, entertain guests.”
R
"Exercise. The exercise ‘cause I don’t entertain hardly any more you know but I exercise. It’s
mosdy fuh my arthiritus because I can have a pain in my leg in my arm an I get out an start diggin’
an it goes away. So I mosdy doos the yard fuh the exercise. You know.”
I: “That puzzles me because if it was just for exercise it wouldn’t look so great”
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"Yes it would because that’s what you ‘pend on. You know if something make you feel good you
go, you do it.”
I: “Yeah, but then you make it look really good.”
R
“I know it I mean you got ta, you got ta arrange diffrunt things fuh the look.”
I: “But look at the houses of the wodd. Few people do what you’re doing.”
R
“I know it, a few, well I got one mo’ neighbuh that doos, me an her, that’s who trades. Me an her
that, she lives up on that other coner, you might a passed it We swaps. Now she has a lots a
plants. Uh huh.”
I: “What do you enjoy most about your yard?”
R
“Uh, the ‘rangin’ them, makin’ diffrunt things, you know the arrangin’ of the flowuh. That’s what I
like most, you know, always tryin’ somethin’ diffrunt you know. Uh, just like the pots, I uh,
watchin’ Martha Stewart one monin’ with the pots an that’s what started me on the rocks with the
pots. So I saw her do it, but she had expensive rocks. {Laugh} She had expensive, she made hers
out of expensive rocks, you know. An so I said, well, since mine outside, I’m ‘on try the the old
ones, you know the rocks. When they dug up the street. Those are the rocks you know. They dig
up the street an they just emptied it out in that vacant lot because they tole me if I wanted it they
you know they was givin’ evruhbody, it was real low down here {speaking of a drainage problem}
an they was givin’ evruhbody you know the dirt, that wanted it An that’s where I got it from, an
that was ten years ago.”
I: “What do you not like about how the space is used?”
R
“Mmmm I just don’t like to see vacant spaces, you know. Uh, I like to see it fill with somethin’ you
know. It’s not a, these plants are not expensive you know, but you know it makes a good fillin’ you
know. Uh huh, because they’re not expen—they’re not exotic plants but you know they uh they
makes it look—ya hate to live in a house where it just bare you know. You just drive by an...you
know it’s like a lot a my neighbuhs now like her, next door, uh her husban’ does hers up an hers
woulda been just like mine, but she wouldn’t water it An she, it died. An it died, I mean you hafta
take care, you have to do it just like you do children you have to be out there in the monin’ an alotta
days you come home you don’t feel like waterin’ an den you look out there an’ they drooped
{Laugh} an den you jump up run out there an give 'em some water. It, you know, I mean they are
just like your family, you know ‘specially when you hit my age. It just like a new family, you know,
you can wake up an feel down, you go out in the yard an plant sompin’. An you feel.. .bettuh.”
I: “What kind of plants do you grow in your yard? Fruits, vegetables, herbs, flowuhs?”
R
“No, just flowuhs. I don’t grew no fruit o no vegetables. I don’t have no fruit tree o nothin’. Just
flowuhs an just like I told you they most a gift you know fu trade we trade diffrunt places. An’ uh,
you don’t have a book to know the name of it, you don’t know the name of it, {Laugh} you know
they just plain ole flowuhs. But anyway, uh, me an my neighbuh up on the coner, she uh, you know,
she takes care o her yard, but she buys a lotta flowuhs, I don’t. But she buys a lots o flowuhs. She
can go the nursry an spend fifty, sixty dolluhs on 'em but that crazy ta me. {Laugh}
I: “And that*s the next question. Where did you get most of your plants?”
R
“Well, they gifts. You know diffrunt peoples, they's a Spanish lady down the street brought me all
these, you know. This year she brought 'em all an den I went to da nursry last fall an I bought those
little bushes an they growin’ to be big bushes now so, you know dem right out there. Those are
hedges like you know. An that’s just about it. The rest of'em is transplants you know. From just
what I already have, you know an when they get too thick I transplant 'em.”
I: “Do any of your plants have a special meaning for you—some examples would be a plant handed down
from a parent or loved one.”
R
“No, uh, nothing but that monkey grass. That was a gift from my sistuh. She started me off with
that. Um, but it’s been twelve years ago. She started me of with a little patch, you know an that’s
just about it”
I: “What about the things on the window outside?” {Vines growing up and covering a small window}
R
“Well, I moved them from that other house but I didn’t plant 'em, they were just transplants too.
You know, they was in my neighbuhs yard an you know they was growin’ all around the garage, an
when I moved I just brought some transplants an started it all. An I should have asked her but I
never did know the name of 'em.”
I: “Let’s talk about how you arrange your plants. Does your yard have an overall theme?
R
“No.”
I: “So how do you decide where you’re going to put different things?”

R
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"I don’t, just do it You know, you just wake up one monin’ an you get out there an it’s, it just
comes to me. Just Eke the wheelborrow, you know, to fill it up with...it just comes to you you
know.
I: “How do you know what looks good where?”
R;
“You just figure it out. You know, an’ I had so many, I tell you what. ‘Bout two years ago I had 75
house plants. An’ uh, then I had a problem with that because people started stealin’ 'em ya know If
you hang 'em on the fence o’ on your porch...”
I: “So if they’re in pots people take them.”
R
“Yeeeeaaah! They’ve taken a lot of 'em, “bout 25 o’ one lady’s off her front porch. An’ uh, they, I
had uh two big brick pots sittin’ right there on the porch, an’ they taken’ the pot ‘n all. Evruhthan’.
They got the pot, fems, I had two big fems in there. They got the fems, they got the pots,
evruhthan’. So that’s the reason I don’t have no flowuhs on the porch. Somebody take‘em off.”
I: “Tell me the story about the mailbox.”
R:
“The mailbox? {Laugh} That wasn’t my mailbox, real mailbox, an uh my ex-husband was uh
havin’ his house renew, that was back in 80—’85/86, sompin’. So his check came, an it was in the
mailbox an the mailman put it in there an it was a flowuh in there just like it is now an he put it in
there an we didn’t fine the check in a whole munth. {Laugh} An he kept runnin’ back tryin’ to fine
the check an one day I went to water the flowuh an there was the check in the mailbox an’ so you
know what was happenin’ oh did he curse! Oh he was mad, said take the so-an-so mailbox downl
{Laugh} So that’s the reason I put the mailbox right there by the porch. An I planted a flowuh
there so the mailman would quit puttin’ the mail ‘cause we wadn’t gettin’ it you know the check was
in there a whole munth. That wasn’t s’posed not been the mailbox. So I thought if I put a bigguh
flowuh in there, you know they would know it wadn’t a mailbox, you know, an I kept writin’ a
postman note, ‘Please put the mail in the box. Because, boy I really got it, I got a new pair a shoes
out of it, out o the money, ‘cause we didn’t think we’d find it, you know cause it was a munth, an
nobody had seen it an’ we thought somebody had got it, but it was in the ole mailbox.”
I: “Tell me the story about the lamppost pots.”
R:
“Well, uh it was a lamp, you know they have the, I know you’ve seen ‘em they are, an uh I didn’t
wanna throw 'em away you know they come out. I used to have uh cow heads an evruhthan’, most
somebody got ‘em. You know when you go to work they see somethin’ you know they gets
expensive. The cow heads got to be twelve, fifteen dolluhs an’ quite naturally some kid gonna see
one an he’s gonna get it an sell it. An I guess that*s what happened, like I had a lotta purty rocks out
there somebody got them too. You take ‘em off the pole, it’s a pole lamp that’s what it is, you take
‘em off the pole an then you put your little wire bell on ‘em just like you do a bucket an then you
hang ‘em up. Seen nobody never bothered ‘em, I guess they never wanted ‘em. But, an, then I had
two big brick pots sittin’ right out there somebody got them. I don’t know how they got ‘em but
they did.”
I: “So if you could you would put things on your porch.”
R:
“Yes, I would. But it, you know they don’t do no good, They move ‘em overnight, I was right here
in the house when they got ‘em, so you don’t put nothin’ on the front porch.”
I: “And you made a little decoration with the garage, with the plants growing over it and the two pots...”
R:
“Well, that just comes natural. See, that plant, that plant, well not natural to evruhbody, but I mean
when you like plants an you like—you know look at all the junk in here.” {Commenting about used
furniture and made furniture she has refinished and fixed up} So it just comes to ya, you know, you
just sit around an you know when I’m here by myself I just sit around an it comes to me. Den when
you get out in the yard, when you like flowuhs an you just start doin’ things.”
I: ‘You said you watch Martha Stewart Do you ever look at magazines or the Home and Garden channel or
what?”
R:
“I watch the Victory Garden on Saturday monin’ but, uh, you know they have all expensive plants,
you know ain’t no need to want it there, but you get ideas from ‘em you know. But Martha Stewart
was cornin’ on in the monin’ I used to watch her you know she’s got a purty yard too, you know she
have all little diffrunt arrange diffrunt Ettle flowuh pot an that’s what give me die idea of makin’ the
flowuh pots, an’ uh, one a these days I might git some purty rocks, an start, you know, makin’ the
flowuh pots but since I had all them out there, I said, ‘Well, I start at this an see how it come out’
An it did come out purty good. Um hum. ‘Specially that somebody they don’t pick ‘em up. You
know, they cain’t pick them up, you know, they might can pull the flowuhs out of ‘em but they, you
know, they can’t pick ‘em an haul ‘em off. That’s fee main thing.”
R:
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I: “What ate your views about having smooth lawn space? You don’t have grass. Also I want to ask you
about swept lawns. Do you know about a swept lawn, and did you have one growing up?”
R
“No. Uh I didn’t You know why that’s back there? You know I told you that backyard was teal
low? An after they give me all that dirt from die street—well, that, it never gets muddy back there.
If it rain, I don’t care how hard it rain, thirty minutes you can walk out there. It’s lime stuff or
somethin’ that’s the reason I put it all out there. An then I never have to cut the grass back there,
there’s no grass back there.”
I: “So you don’t like green lawn space?”
R
“Yeah. I like green lawn space, but uh, aftuh I got into that monkey grass, an that walkin’ through
the park {Laugh} you know that what it seem like to me, you know you start those little ole rows
runnin’ an then you get, you get go futhuh an futhuh little bit an you think of somethin’ else you
wanna put there. An I had the bird bath, an you know I started puttin’ it in the middle of the.. .Oh
you were talkin’ somethin’ my sistuh gave me that, uh family relatives, uh that little ivry that’s
runnin’ around the bird bath, she gave me that. That that’s been ‘bout twenty years ago though an
it’s still good. It still come back evruh year.”
I: “But when you grew up in the country you didn’t have... ”
R
“No, we didn’t have these kinda flowuhs you know they don’t have, mostly wildflowuhs in the
country.”
I: “Did you have grass?”
R
“Yeah, but you know in the country you don’t have to have grass unlessn you want to.”
I: “That’s what I’m asking about—the dirt yard.”
R
“Dirt yard. We grew up with a dirt yard too unless the grass, the grass would come up an you could
keep it cut if you wanted to an you know if you didn’t you could just have the dirt yard.”
I: “Did you have to sweep the dirt yard?”
R
“Yeah. But we always had flowuhs you know. An when we lived in the country we had peach
trees, an evruh all kinna ftuit trees out in the country. An you got ta keep 'em clean, you know you
got ta keep all that sweeped up. You don’t have to cut it, but ya have to have a leaves rakin’ an all
that kinna stuff. But since I been here it’s lots easier to keep, an den since the water problem got so
bad, you don’t have to worry about waterin’ nothin’—the grass back there. You just sweep the
leaves up an that’s it.”
I: “You have a little seating area back there. I’d like for you to tell me about your seating areas, your
pathways, and your decorative objects.”
R
“You mean the lawn chairs. Uh, well, that’s just uh, they were gifts to me from a friend a mine
down the street. He uh worked at this cafe that was goin’ out a business an they sold 'em all the
chairs from the swimmin’ pool an I got two from him.”
I: “Do you use them?”
R
“In the evenin’ sometime. I have to sit out there an watch the dog so it’s a good place. An when I
was young I used to have parties but I don’t now so you know.”
I: “We really talked about the pathways and decorative things—what about all the buckets. How did you
come up with those?”
R
“It just comes natural you know. Ifs just like you design—you know you, just like when you make
a house or somethin’ you know you design what looks best, you know.”
I: “You have a fence on the one side...”
R
“The back is fenced in , the side is fenced in you know. The only thing I need a fence would be
right there.”
I: “Now I’d like to know your ideas about differences in cultures. Do you see differences in what AfricanAmerican people do, what white people do and what Hispanic people do?”
R
"No, I don’t. Uh, no. Because uh, Spanish people, they like flowuhs an some of 'em they keeps
they yard up an some of 'em don’t, you know just like African-Americans, some of 'em keeps they
yard up an some of 'em don’t. An uh same way ‘bout whites, they keeps, you know in a rich, you
know, neighbuhhood, you know rich people they have, you understan' what I mean. An they keep
‘cm up an they make 'em so, if s no diffrunt an some of ‘etn like flowuhs some of ‘em likes ta stay in
they yard an some of‘em don’t, That’s in, you know, evruh race.”
I: “You don’t think there’s even one thing-..”
R
“Not one thing I can remember. ‘Cause you know the people I work full, she likes a yard, we all get
out there an do the same thing. I get out there an help her, an she, you know we have the same
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plants, you know, if she got somethin’ she pass it on to me an if 1 got somethin’ 1 pass it on to her.
So I mean, it’s the same filing.”
I: “Okay, tell me about some things that other people do in their yards that you like, and some things that
you would never do.”
R:
“Well, some people, what I never would do is leave all the junk out in the front a my yard you
know. Mmm mmm, ifs like some people don’t care you know, they just walk right on through it,
on in the house an leave it layin’ there. But see, I never could leave mine like that Mine lookin’ bad
now ‘cause Saturday is the day to cut it An clean it up, but I always keep my yard clean, the yard is
cleaner than the house. ‘Cause I’ll clean the yard ‘fore I’ll clean the house you know I just like to be
out there.”
I: “Are there some things that other people do that you would like to do?”
R:
“I would like ta clean up the yard, thafs all I know. You know. You know, there’s some plants I’d
like to have but I can’t afford 'em. Well, there’s a lot a purty plants that I really don’t know the
name of but if I could afford 'em you know I’d go to the nursery an buy ‘em you know.”
I: “You said you got most of your plants from the neighbuhs. Do you ever buy plants?”
R:
“I bought...them two right out there I bought last winter. An I bought them. An uh the rest of
‘em was just just uh me an Doris, her name is Doris down on the coner you know. We always just
you know, swap ‘em you know.”
I: “Do you have any other comments that you’ve thought of?”
R;
“No. But I mean if you really like the yard, my God uh you know, you would be out there designin’
sompin’. You know, like in the wintertime I’m gonna design sompin’ else you know. Anything, you
know, somebody, just like the cactus, da man was cuttin’ 'em down over there, thaf where I got the
cactus from, an den I decided to put the back yard in cactus because it saves a water. But all the rest
of it I think of, when you get out there, you just think of whatever comes to ya. You know, an I
always have designed my own buckets an you know, I hate to go into downtown an pay that money
fuh a bucket Evruhbody say I’m cheap {Laugh} but but if I can find a ole pot or something I just
paint an try to make it match the other. You know, an it comes out purty good. ‘Least mine grow
bettuh in ole buckets than they do in them new pots you buy you know, eight, nine dolluhs fuh a
pot. You can get one out the kitchen, you know an use it You know I had all my neighbuhs tryin’
ta use pots because I don’t never buy flowuh pots you know like some people do, I just get a ole
pot, a water bucket an then a lotta time, lotta those buckets people were savin’ ‘em fuh me an they’d
have a bucket they didn’t want an at’s where I got a lot of ‘em. But my yard ain’t like it used to be.
I used to have evruhthan’ back there. Evruhthan’ you can imagine back there. Flowuhs, you know
you’d buy diffrunt, people would give you diffrunt, like some a those ole buckets out there's ole
timey water buckets an filings like that an people just give ‘em away.”
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